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THE TIME TRAP

The sound of revelry drifted into the mellow summer darkness on this evening in June 1962. The French windows of the great residence were open to the faultless lawns; shadows chased each other in the gloom. Festoons of Chinese lanterns glowed like fireflies and made the solitude of the romantic far too bright for their liking. The music of a dance orchestra, the clink of glasses, the buzz of voices, the laughter of guests.

Henry T. Mythorn was doing things properly, as he had done throughout his life. The millionaire industrialist was in the midst of a house-warming. Mythorn Towers was one of the few ancestral homes left in Britain and Henry T. had seen to it that it had become his. Now, after a year of renovation and improvement, he and his family had moved in—and gathered about them all the guests, friends, and intimates they could find.

Most of them were prepared to stay until the small hours, but not so Nick Clayton. He owned a London cabaret which opened at one in the morning, and he always made a point of being there, no matter what. And because Nick Clayton was worth several millions—earned by his father before him—he usually had his way.

Outside in the driveway stood his car. Beside it, utterly impersonal, his chauffeur-manservant Dawlish was waiting in rocklike calm. The car was a big, open one and capable of carrying five more passengers besides the driver. The four others who were congregated around Nick Clayton in the hall were ready for departure, though by no means anxious to go.

In fact, Bernice Forbes, Nick's particular girl friend—at the moment—openly said so. She looked rather like a big doll in her costly fur coat, her flawlessly made-up face slightly pinker than usual with annoyance.

"Can't your manager look after the Club for once, Nick?" she demanded, "Things here are just beginning to warm up,"
Nick smiled. It was the smile of a rogue yet with generosity in it. He lived well and heartily and wanted everybody else to do the same. Blonde-haired and passably good looking; he was a playboy who, nevertheless, turned some of his huge financial backings into worthwhile propositions. And the Apex Night Spot was one of them.

"We're going back, Berny," he replied firmly. "I like to handle everything for myself."

Bernice pouted and gave a shrug. Henry T. and his wife, both of them big and opulent, looked disappointed.

"If that is how it has to be, all right," Henry T. smiled, shaking hands. "I don't suppose the rest of us will disperse until the small hours. Pity you can't stay."

"He could if he wanted," commented forty-year-old Harley Brand acidly.

"You said you'd be glad of a night's rest for once," Nick reminded him dryly, and Harley Brand scowled.

He was a financier in the city, heading for wealth too if certain plans matured. His wife, a pale woman of thirty-two, stood beside him without saying a word. In his climb to power the still young Harley Brand had forgotten one thing—to remember how much he owed to Lucy Brand's long suffering patience.

"Well, let's go!" Nick ordered cheerfully. "Just on midnight. We can make it in thirty minutes. Come on, Berny!"

He caught the girl's fur-coated arm and she hurried beside him down the broad steps to where the huge land cruiser with its chromium-plated fittings was standing. Dawlish, the chauffeur, was so immovable he looked like part of the car. He swung open the gleaming doors as the party arrived.

"Hey, wait for me!"

Nick paused and turned as he was about to follow Bernice into the wide front seat. A girl in a light dust-coat, her red hair streaming in the warm night wind, came hurrying down the steps, breathing uncommonly hard for such slight exertion.

"Give me a lift to London, Nick?" she asked brightly.

"Sure thing, Betty. Squeeze in the back."
“Okay. I’m not up to house-warming tonight. My ticker’s acting queerly.”

Harley Brand and his wife moved up a little to make room for the girl and she settled down beside them and smiled rather woodenly. They smiled back but did not speak. Betty Danvers was a problem girl, and only she knew why. She was twenty-five years of age, pretty, and spent her life in a whirlwind of pleasures and extravagance, drawing constantly on her father’s seemingly endless bank account. Some said she was worthless; others liked her brightness.

The chauffeur moved with stiff-necked dignity to the wheel, started up the engine, and then set the huge car gliding down the driveway and out into the lane which ran across country to the main London—south coast road. The wind sweeping past the car was nearly sub-tropical and the stars were gleaming in masked beauty through a high screen of mist.

Presently the car entered Little Brook village with its solitary new signpost saying very definitely—TO MYTHORN TOWERS. Trust Henry T. to think of that! The villagers had apparently retired and the car’s headlights swept across scrupulously whitewashed walls and then upon the ivy-clad bulk of the village church. The clock was just striking midnight.

“Ten—eleven——” Nick intoned, then at the twelfth stroke he frowned a little. Instead of booming out it seemed to cut itself off short, like a gong in a radio programme suddenly switched out.

“Sounded queer,” Bernice agreed, seeing his puzzled glance. “Probably the bell’s as cracked as the village inhabitants.”

“Could be,” Nick admitted.

By this time the car was on the cross-country road which connected eventually with the main London—south coast major highway. Dawlish sat immovable at the wheel, his cadaverous face lighted by stars and dashboard reflections. The dark field on either side made a perfect background for his profile.
On, and still on, the engine making hardly any sound and the speedometer registering 66. On and on, until Nick began to frown a little as he saw no sign of the broad, deserted road ending. The headlamp beams pierced the misty night for a tremendous distance, but there was only the road, dusty and not very well surfaced, and the great deserted expanses of fields on either side.

“How much further?” Bernice asked at last, sitting up in some surprise. “Dawlish, are you sure you’re on the right road?"

“Certain, miss. I turned left at the signpost which brought us on the road along which we came from London.”

As if to satisfy himself that the road must end somewhere Dawlish increased speed—up to 70, and then 80, but the headlights continued to blaze along a white ribbon which stretched on, on, and ever on until it lost itself in the starry backdrop.

“Stop!” Nick commanded at last, his voice taut.

Dawlish obeyed and as the car came to a standstill there was an appalling quiet.

“What’s—what’s happened?” Bernice asked at last, and she could not be blamed for sounding frightened. “Are we on the wrong road, or something?”

“Evidently we must be, Miss,” Dawlish answered. “I set the trip-milometer before we started and we’ve travelled thirty miles. Yet we’re still on this country road.

“I imagine the explanation is fairly simple,” Harley Brand said, though he did not sound convincing. “We’ve hit one of those confounded country roads which go in a circle. If we go on far enough we’ll come back to the signpost.”

Silence. Dawlish looked at the stars. Bernice, being next to him, was attracted by his action and looked also. And her none too agile brain was puzzled by what she saw.

There was something queer about those stars. Instead of being bright points of light they were silvery-looking streaks, broad at the top and narrow at the base, as though they had been driven into a great pool of dark and been shorn off in the doing.
Stars like shaved-off rods? Utter silence? The empty fields and nowhere a sign of life or the solitary gleam of a distant lighted window?

"Where the hell are we?" Nick demanded at last, and his enquiry brought them all into action again. They moved vaguely with no fixed idea in mind.

"Circular road, Nick," Harley Brand insisted.

"It’s something more than that, sir," Dawlish responded, a queer note in his voice. "Take a look at the stars. Not only do they look odd, but not one of them has any recognizable position. I’ve just been studying them."

"I wouldn’t know a star from a planet, and even less their positions," Nick growled. "Surprises me you know so much."

"I’ve studied astronomy, sir, amongst other things. Usually I can find any particular star or constellation, but not this time! And when the stars fail you for direction you’re—lost!"

"Ridiculous!" Nick declared, scrambling out of the car. "There’ll be bound to be a patrol man along soon, or a passing car, or—or something."

Nobody answered.

"There’ll have to be!" Nick insisted.

"How much petrol have we?" Betty Danvers asked, and Dawlish glanced at the fuel gauge.

"Practically empty, Miss Danvers. I was intending to fill up at the garage just beyond Mythorn—only we haven’t passed it."

Again the mystified quiet. Then Bernice exclaimed, "I’ve got it! Let’s look at a road map."

Dawlish dug it out of the cubby-hole and six anxious faces bent over it in the dim glow from the dash.

"Here’s Little Brook," Harley Brand said, pointing. "Here is the road leading through it to Mythorn Towers—Yes, and here’s the spot where the new signpost has been erected where we turn the corner. Then we go straight to——"

There was no road marked where they had been travelling. They looked at each other with half-closed eyes, striving to mask a deepening apprehension.
"Maybe the map’s old?" Betty suggested.

"Recent issue," Nick replied; then, his brows knitted, he looked around him in the quiet. Finally he took a torch from the car’s side pocket and flashed the beam at his feet. The road was not macadam-surfaced, but hard-baked soil, not unlike a trail out west which has been subjected to ceaseless sun-blistering. Dust lay thick upon it. It even looked as if rain had not descended for ages—and this, for England, was incredible, dry though the summer had been.

"I don’t get it!" Nick confessed at last, and switched off the torch.

Dawlish clambered out of the car and surveyed.

"Maybe we’re dead?" Betty Danvers suggested dryly.

"Which isn’t funny!" Bernice flared at her.

"All right, girls, keep your tempers," Nick reproved them, sensing the thin edge of hysteria. "We’ll work out something—I hope."

He turned and headed round the front of the car to speak to Dawlish, then he stopped half way, completely astounded. As if things were not bad enough already there was a new mystery added. For, though he was directly intercepting the beam of the off-side headlamp, he was not casting a shadow! The beam tunnelled straight on into the dreary emptiness.

Nick glanced back at the car. The girls and Harley Brand were arguing amongst themselves and had not noticed this latest phenomenon—but Dawlish had. There was a rather grim smile on his lean features as Nick came to his side.

"You noticed that?" Nick asked.

"Yes, sir. Unusual—but explanatory."

"Explanatory? How d’you mean?"

Dawlish lowered his voice. "I don’t wish to scare the ladies, sir, so maybe I’d better make things clear to you to begin with. And maybe Mr. Brand, he being the other man in the party."

Nick shrugged and then called, "Hey, Harley! A moment!"

Harley extricated himself from amidst the three talkative women and came over to where Dawlish and Nick were standing.
“Dawlish has a theory,” Nick said. “Maybe we should listen.”

“I believe,” Dawlish said quietly, “that we have driven straight out of our normal space and time into hyper-space.”

Nick and Harley exchanged looks.

“Sounds crazy,” Harley decided.

“No more crazy than there being no shadows, sir.”

Harley started. “No what?”

Nick demonstrated by putting himself in the way of a headlight beam. Unfortunately Betty Danvers witnessed it.

“Look!” she cried hoarsely. “Nick’s transparent! Light goes clean through him!”

That did it! In another moment all the girls had tumbled out of the car and were prancing around the headlamps, fascinated and shocked by what they beheld.

Nick gave a regretful smile and glanced at Dawlish. The man’s calmness was unshakeable.

“What does it mean?” Bernice demanded finally.

“It’s a matter of mathematics, miss,” Dawlish replied.

“Oh don’t bother me with those! Can’t you give it neat?”

“I can, miss, but I doubt if you’d believe me. However, from the look of the stars, and the fact that there are no shadows, I think we have unwittingly driven from three dimensions into four—or if not that then into a sub-area of space which is very close to, but not actually a part of, our own space. Possibly it has its own time-ratio.”

“Are you trying to scare the women?” Harley demanded.

“No, sir. I find it as uncomfortable as they do to be marooned in an alien space.”

“Alien space be damned!” Nick said blantly. “The obvious move is to drive back the way we came. We’ll inevitably come to our starting point. Have we enough juice?”

“Just about, sir, but I must warn you that the effort is unlikely to meet with success. If, as I think, we have slipped into hyper-space, the chances against our passing straight out of it again are millions-to-one against. I could explain why, but it would take considerable time.”
"Drive back," Harley ordered. "Only thing for it."

Dawlish shrugged and held the car doors open for the party to re-enter. Then he settled at the wheel, started up the engine, reversed the car, and began to speed down the empty road in the direction whence they had come.

Everybody was quiet, completely sobered. It was only as moment followed moment that they realized just how awful was the position. They had come into nowhere out of the normal everyday world and had not even glimpsed the point where they had crossed from the one state to the other. All of them being more or less ruled by their knowledge of the everyday, they were quite sanguine that the drive back would restore them to the point where the signpost stood near the church clock.

So Dawlish drove on and on, the miles flicking by on the trip-mileometer, and the road stretched between the endless fields. Endlessly, with never a break. And, as the trip continued with its six troubled passengers, the sky began to lighten considerably and the stars paled. Nick found himself looking for a moon, but could not see one.

"Dawn coming, or moon rising," he told Dawlish, finally.

Dawlish glanced at the dash-clock. "One-fifteen, sir, so it isn't dawn—unless Time here is very different. It's moonlight we can see, but not the moon itself."

"Why not? There isn't a cloud in the sky."

"We do not see the moon, sir, for the same reason that we can't see shadows. In four dimensions light-waves do not obey the accustomed laws."

"But we can see the stars—I think."

"True, but do they look like stars, sir? No! They are like bars, their bases tapering off into nothing. Even their light is not as we are accustomed to seeing it."

Nick gave it up. He became moodily silent, like the others, watching anxiously for some sign of the road ending. None came, and after nearly an hour of swift travel the engine suddenly started missing, coughed, and finally died. Slowly
the car came to a standstill and Dawlish put on the hand-brake. "Petrol’s finished," he announced.

Nick followed a line of thought and switched on the car radio. Rather to his surprise it presently began to operate, giving forth a dance band into the utter silence and milky glow of this weird land.

"Well," Nick said brightly, "we can’t be so far off trail!"

"On the contrary, sir," Dawlish sighed. "One might receive radio quite clearly when millions of miles away in space, but it would not solve the problem of reaching the spot from which the radio programme emanated!"

Nobody argued about this because nobody understood it. The dance band continued for a while, then the announcer spoke. "That concludes our dance music for tonight, and the time is now just upon midnight. We bid you all——"

The voice died away, and all the twiddling of knobs which Nick gave the set failed to restore it to life.

"That announcer’s crazy!" Betty Danvers exclaimed. "It’s long past midnight—twenty past two, in fact. For the love of heaven, what sort of a nightmare have we landed in?"

"If my guess is right," Dawlish said, thinking, "daylight should come eventually, and then we may be able to assess the position more easily. Until then I think we ought to try and sleep. The air is warm, we have plenty of rugs, and I took the liberty of preparing the picnic basket, sir, in case you decided on extra travelling."

"Extra travelling’s right!" Nick commented dismally.

"Sleep?" Bernice repeated. "Under these frightful conditions I couldn’t sleep a wink! Don’t be so ridiculous, Dawlish!"

"I’m sorry, miss, but are the conditions so awful? We have peace all around us. Frankly, and with the greatest respect, I might say that I find things here more restful than in the ordinary way."

That awkward silence came back again. It appeared that, quite unobtrusively, Dawlish was taking things into his own hands—perhaps because he knew far more about the situation than anybody else.
Nick cleared his throat. "I think Dawlish has the right idea. Come on, girls, take the back seat, cover yourselves with the rugs, and do what you can to snooze. We men will take the front."

There were plenty of grumbles—but he was finally obeyed.

*       *       *

When Nick awoke again it was daylight and Dawlish's lean, immobile face was stooping over him. He was holding a plastic cup in which tea was steaming.

"Good morning, sir. Somewhat incongruously, I am afraid, I have here your morning cup of tea."

"Thanks."

Nick took it, hoping for the moment that he would find himself in bed at home with the satin curtains drawn back. But no! He was still in the car with a cloudless sky overhead and a considerable amount of heat beating down upon him from an invisible sun. It was the weirdest awakening he had ever known. Then he remembered the others and looked about him.

The girls were still in the back of the car, nibbling at the picnic sandwiches and balancing cups on their knees. They looked pasty, dishevelled, and thoroughly miserable—even Betty Danvers, who usually managed to keep a bright smile under all circumstances.

Some distance away from the car, contemplating the landscape, as he slowly turned on his heel, was Harley Brand. Now and again he scratched his head, then shrugged to himself.

"How's life, girls?" Nick asked, absently watching Dawlish busy with the small picnic oil cooker.

"Rotten!" Bernice declared with finality.

Nick drank his tea and surveyed. He could hardly have contemplated a more dreary panorama. Everywhere, save in the direction he took to be the east, were the endless fields of dry, brownish-green grass, flat as a billiard table. Nowhere a hill or mountain. To the east, though, there was a curious
grey blur which could have been a distant ocean. Otherwise, not a bird, not a movement, not a flower.

“I think, sir,” Dawlish said, when the “breakfast” was about over, “that we should hold a conference. I’ll ask Mr. Brand to join us.”

Harley came over immediately and leaned on the edge of the car morosely, waiting for somebody to say something. Nobody did, except Dawlish.

“I think,” he said, “that we can take it as an accepted fact that we have strayed into some space contiguous to our own. A fourth dimension does exist, but up to now it has only been in the realms of mathematics. But it is also a fact that other spaces and planes exist alongside our own, and now and again there is an overlap. As the ocean plunges its waves forwards and then retracts them, carrying with it driftwood which is borne out on the ebb, so other dimensions occasionally overlap our own and, by chance, somebody or something is perhaps picked up and drawn away on that ebbing, dimensional tide. Space within space, angles within angles, is the top and bottom of the Universe.”

“Marvellous, for a chauffeur!” Nick declared, grinning.

“I still think we’re on a circular road!” Harley insisted.

“That you can forget completely, sir,” Dawlish told him. “The missing shadows, and absence of visible sun and moon in a cloudless sky is sufficient evidence of the fact that we are, at this moment, in a different space from our own. Light has undergone a change, so probably has time itself—as witness the announcer last night telling us it was just on midnight when we knew it was twenty past two.”

“But how did we get here?” Nick demanded.

“We may never discover that, any more than we can remember ourselves being born. We were shifted from one space to the other, and our only clue was the queer sound of the last note of twelve as it struck from the clock tower.”

Nick gave a start as he remembered. “You noticed it too, then? A sort of cut-off effect?”

“Yes, sir. At that moment we must have crossed from one space to the other.”
“But surely,” Lucy Brand asked, “we can find our way back if we follow this road as far as it will go?”

Dawlish shook his head. “I’m afraid not. Just as one can never be sure that the waves on a shore will strike the same spot twice, so we cannot be sure of finding the way out. If we get out at all it will be by the merest chance; just as the merest chance brought us here.”

There was dead silence—until Nick exploded.

“Dammit, man, do you realize what you’re telling us? You are as good as saying we’ve got to stop here for the rest of our lives!”

“Yes, sir. I base my opinion on the fact that those who came here before us never returned to the everyday world.”

Harley raised his head and looked blank. “Who the blazes ever came here before us?”

“Quite a few, sir. The records of missing people show that many thousands of people vanish every year without trace. Take two examples—Henry Potter of Maida Vale, who on the nineteenth of January, nineteen sixteen, stepped back into his home to pick up an umbrella he’d forgotten, and was never seen again! Or the case of Dorothy Arnold of New York, who vanished from a busy shopping centre in the middle of a summer afternoon. As for ships, they have disappeared in endless numbers and nobody has ever solved how, or why.”

Harley straightened up. “So our names can now be added to the world’s record of missing people? How very nice! However, we are pretty healthy at the moment, but what happens when the picnic stuff gives out? I’ve seen neither food nor water in this confounded place.”

“Water there must be or grass would not grow,” Dawlish answered. “We’d find water if we dug down.”

“I’m doing no digging!” Bernice declared impatiently.

“Before long, Miss Forbes, you may have to do many things in order to survive. As for food, I think we have an ocean in the distance there, and it may contain fish. I think we ought to remove everything we need from the car and then head towards that ocean—on foot, of course,”
The women looked in dismay at their light evening shoes and costly dresses, the latter showing under the opened coats. "Back to the primitive in one easy lesson!" Betty Danvers said finally. "Well, I'm game. Let's go, girls!"

But for her there would probably have been trouble with the grumbling Bernice and Lucy Brand, but against the younger woman's example they could not stand out, so they descended stiffly to the dusty ground and stretched aching limbs.

Nick clambered out too and joined Dawlish. Harley came wandering round the rear of the car and stood on the outside of the group, hands in the pockets of his evening trousers. He was unshaven and completely despondent.

"Rugs, picnic equipment, and stove," Dawlish said, handing out the various articles to one or other. "This is all we need. I am sorry to abandon the car, sir."

"Three thousand pounds down the drain," Nick sighed. "Ah well, we're still alive."

He began walking, dust stirring round his shoes, and as he went he slipped his arm through Bernice's so that she had to keep pace with him. She gave an angry glance.

"Things are bad enough without you looking so disgustingly cheerful!" she exclaimed.

"No use being miserable, Berny. If we're to die let us do it with a smile on our lips."

"The rugged individualist," Betty commented dryly. "Just the same, there's a lot in what you say, Nick. I know because I've tried it."

Nick frowned as the party struggled onwards. "Tried what, Betty? What are you talking about?"

"Myself, as usual." Betty gave a laugh. "This experience we have stumbled into is more amusing for me than anybody because, even in the normal world, I wouldn't have lasted above six months."

The party halted, startled by the revelation. Betty had a defiant look on her pert face.

"I know all of you have got me down as a girl whose main
object in life has been to get rid of father’s money,” she continued. “But you’ve had the wrong angle. Since it doesn’t matter much what we confess to each other I may as well tell you I’ve been having a last fling. Who wouldn’t, with only six months to go?”

“You mean,” Bernice asked in horror, “that you have only six months to live?”

“That’s it.” Betty shrugged and continued walking, her high heels catching in the rutted, dusty ground. “Something wrong with my heart. I heard about it six weeks ago, so I resolved to have the time of my life—and now look what’s happened! I’m not the only one who’s been given a death sentence! All of you have! Can you wonder I want to laugh?”

“But you won’t, Miss Danvers,” Dawlish murmured, coming up beside her with the picnic case in his hand and a rug over his shoulder.

She glanced at him quickly. She was noticing that he was far younger than she’d thought. No more than thirty-five.

“Why won’t I?” she demanded.

“Because I think you are too generous-minded to laugh at people in the same boat as yourself.”

Betty raised a critical eyebrow and said no more.

“After this,” Bernice wailed suddenly, “I’ll never feel clean again in all my life!”

“If that’s an ocean ahead you can take a swim,” Nick said. “Can I? In what?”

Nick hesitated, and then Harley Brand broke in: “I’m wondering how Consolidateds have broken this morning—”

“Dearest, it doesn’t matter,” Lucy told him patiently.

“What doesn’t? Consolidateds matter a great deal—”

“You and Consolidateds may never meet again,” Lucy went on. “Do try and get things in focus, Harley. We may finish up dying as savages, with no food, no clothes, and no hope. Your cheque book in your wallet will be so much waste paper.”

“Rubbish! We’ll return. Dammit, we’ve got to!”

“Which means we must have organization,” Dawlish said.
“Not so much for getting ourselves home, but for survival here. And organization demands a leader. I suggest—myself.”

“Good enough,” Nick said, before anybody could object. “You seem to know more about this mess than anybody, so it’s only right. Okay, everybody?”

There were slow nods, nothing more.

CHAPTER TWO

Half way to the blue smudge on the horizon, which by now had taken on all the evidences of an ocean, a halt was called. One biscuit each and a small drink of cold tea was permitted, then followed a rest—particularly for the women who were looking jaded and smoulderingly angry.

Then on again, and at last the first sounds in this silent, oppressive land became evident, sounds other than those the party itself was making. The growing roar of the sea, of breakers crashing on shore.

Towards four in the afternoon, according to Dawlish’s watch, and checked by those of the others, the shore was reached. Utterly fagged out, the party sank down, close together, and Nick and Harley smoked half a cigarette each. Dawlish, being a non-smoker, was not troubled. He was gazing out to sea, weighing up the situation.

The sky was blue and empty, yet there was the definite heat of an unseen sun. No seagulls flew; nor was there a smudge of smoke to reveal a distant ship.

“Dead,” Bernice whispered hopelessly. “What did we ever do to deserve being flung into a place like this?”

Presently Dawlish got up. He walked down to the tide line, mooched along it, and finally picked up some seaweed and studied it. He still had it in his hand when he returned.

“This is edible,” he said. “Just as ordinary seaweed is if you know how to prepare it.”

“Do you suggest,” Bernice asked blankly, “that we should descend to eating seaweed?”

“Have you any other solution?” Dawlish asked politely.
Bernice opened her mouth and shut it again. She still had not fully realized that food had gone, that without something, no matter how unpalatable, death would inevitably follow.

"It will come out like cabbage," Dawlish added. "There is a good deal of driftwood with which we can start a fire. We have lighters; and, back along the route, we can dig down to fresh water. The picnic equipment will provide a make-shift saucepan. The brine is removed from the seaweed by constant boiling and change of water. When the cigarette lighters give out we shall have to resort to spinning a rod in our palms."

"I'll give a hand to get these things set out," Nick said, getting up.

Harley moved too and began to sort out the picnic tackle whilst Nick went back to the tide line with Dawlish to collect more seaweed. Amongst the women Betty Danvers spoke first.

"I suppose we ought to help," she said, pulling off her dustcoat and throwing it down. "Though I don't see what we can do."

"Go back along the road and get some water for these containers," Harley instructed, handing them over.

"And with what do we dig?" Bernice asked coldly.

"Your hands, Berny, and forget the manicure."

Bernice tugged off her heavy fur coat impatiently, then she snatched the container offered her and walked back up the shelf of beach. Lucy Brand followed after her and at last Betty went too. Harley watched them go, his lips tight. He was wondering what would happen if inclement weather suddenly descended. The need of a shelter was obvious, and he pointed it out to Dawlish as, with Nick, he returned with the seaweed.

"We'll build a bungalow, sir," Dawlish answered.

"With what? Sand?"

"No—trees. Look over there."

Harley and Nick turned. It was apparent to them now that the sea coast was formed into a bay some ten miles distant, and fronting the bay were cliffs. Capping this head-
land were masses of trees which probably stretched quite a distance inland.

"So there is something besides grass!" Harley exclaimed.

"Evidently so. Naturally, if grass will grow in profusion then trees must too. We can easily get our timber from there. For the moment, however, we must concentrate on preparing our meal. Where are the ladies?"

"Gone to dig up water, as you suggested."

Dawlish said nothing. He began to break up the seaweed into one of the picnic containers.

"I'll help the girls," Nick said. "I fancy they won't be relishing looking for water."

He was right. He found the three women half a mile away lying on their faces, scooping to arms' length into the earth—and so far they had not reached water. But when Nick lent his aid, scooping far deeper than they could, the moisture at last began to become apparent, until ultimately there was enough of it to fill the two containers.

"Fresh, too," Nick said, tasting it. "That seems to prove it does rain here sometimes."

"Or else there are underground streams," Betty responded. "I'll bet we get pains after drinking this stuff, too."

"It'll be boiled," Nick told her, leading the way back to the shore.

When the water was handed to him Dawlish pronounced himself satisfied.

"Good!" he said. "The land behind being higher than sea level the water is bound to be fresh. There's a big billy-can here. Fill it to capacity, please."

"After all we've done?" Bernice objected.

"I'm afraid so. Water is the most essential thing of all."

"Dawlish is boss," Nick said. "Better do it, girls."

"Meantime," Dawlish added, "we'll look for fish. I would be glad of the help of you gentlemen. The seaweed can start boiling."

Fortunately, there were fish in the ocean, of a small size and peculiar shape. Two hours later the party were seated
on the warn. sand eating the quite delectable fish and not too unpleasant de-salted seaweed. For drink there was only water.

"For some time to come, fish and seaweed are likely to form our staple diet," Dawlish said, when the meal was over. "At least let us be grateful for that much. We shall not starve. The next thing after that is to create a home, so we'd better take a look at that distant wood. We might even make our home there since one part of the shore is as good as another."

"But will there be water there?" Nick questioned.

"Should be. Soon find out."

The camping tackle was collected, coats were shouldered, and then the march began. The sand was too difficult to walk upon so they took to the hinterland, wandering across the dry, scruffy fields and towards the distant outcropping.

"It seems odd to me," Nick remarked, as they tramped, "that although there are fish there doesn't seem to be any other form of life. Is it just a Fish Age here, or something?"

"Probably a matter of light-waves and their behaviour in this plane," Dawlish replied. "The fish, evidently, reflect light normally enough and so we see them. It is quite possible there are other forms of life about us at this moment but invisible to our eyes—as we are, probably, to them. On the other hand there is also the possibility that our physical form is such that we are at this very moment walking through walls, and even people, without being aware of it. Just as it sometimes happens that beings from other planes walk through the midst of us and we sometimes catch a glimpse of them."

Nick looked startled, and then incredulous.

"Surely, sir," Dawlish finished, "you have now and again been convinced of somebody passing, or standing right beside you? A black shadow at the corner of your eye, gone the moment you try to look straight at it."

"Good heavens! I always put that down to liver!"

"By no means! Science tells us that at one time we were
capable of actually seeing an extra dimension, so there must be a hangover left in our visual apparatus even yet. Science assumes that the red, fleshy piece in the corner of the eye is the vestigial remains of the more complex eye we once had."

Nick gazed about him. "If we are in the midst of people and buildings it's the best camouflage I've ever seen!"

"True, but remember nothing exists to the eye unless light produces it. Change the order of light, as it is changed here, and normal law no longer operates."

The subject was dropped—and a dimness which could only be interpreted as approaching night was coming over the face of things when the party finally reached the large wood perched high on the summit of the cliffs. The trees were of no species known in the normal world, possessing almost square leaves of gigantic size, and branches as rigid as pokers. There were, amongst the smaller varieties, huge clusters of objects like hypertrophied grapes. Bernice eyed them enviously in the dying light.

"Think they're poisonous, Dawlish?" she asked, turning. "Only way we can find out, miss, is to try for ourselves in a very small quantity, and see what happens."

"Damned dangerous!" Harley Brand objected. "But inevitable, sir. However, since we can survive for the moment without food I thought we might select a site for our home. We can begin by hacking through these branches with the poor tools at our disposal—picnic knives and, if either of you gentlemen possess them—penknives."

Only he himself had a penknife, it appeared, so with this and the picnic knives a start was made. By the time night had come three massive branches, to form the main supports of the intended home, had been cut down. The site selected for the "bungalow" was just beyond the wood, on the headland, commanding a view of ocean and beach to the front, and the endless grassy wastes to the rear. And whilst the men worked on the trees the women used the plastic picnic plates to scoop out foundations.
Darkness brought a stop to activity. A meal of fish remains and a drink of water was the only nourishment at the end of it. Harley and Nick divided the last cigarette and smoked the halves morosely. Bernice pulled her fur coat up around her and started to doze. The silence became deathly. That was the one intolerable thing about this plane—the awesome quiet.

And so, gradually, each one in the party fell asleep, and throughout the night there was not a ghost of a sound to disturb them.

Dawlish was astir the moment the first greyness came over the tranquil scene. Since, as leader of the party, he felt it his duty not to ask anybody to do something he could not do himself, he experimented with some of the giant grapes, eating the tiniest section and then going about the business of preparing breakfast whilst he waited for digestive reaction.

In fifteen minutes he had warmed up the last remains of tea in the vacuum flask and given it to the dully stirring womenfolk. The men had to be content with water.

"With your help, gentlemen," Dawlish said, "we will have fish for breakfast. Come with me, please."

Nick and Harley struggled to their feet, yawned, felt at their stubbly faces, then followed the likewise unshaven Dawlish down the cliff slope to the beach.

"The water is warm," Dawlish announced, putting his hand in the gently lapping waves. "We can wash and catch fish at the same time. We can leave our clothes on. In this dry air it will not be possible to catch cold."

Nick and Harley nodded, none too eagerly, and pulled off their creased evening jackets. Then they waded out into the millpond calmness and finally took to swimming. It was not easy with the weight of clothes, but at least it was refreshing. As for fish, they were in abundance and made no effort to escape, which was proof in itself they had no reason to fear a foe in their domain.

As the men emerged, dripping, with fish in their hands, they caught sight of the womenfolk further up the beach, like-
wise sporting themselves in the water. Finally, it was a bedraggled-looking party in still damp clothes which squatted down to the fish breakfast, the fire of dry vegetation crackling brightly.

"Y’know," Betty Danvers said slowly, picking a fish-bone, "there’s something queer about this place."

"You don’t say!" Bernice exclaimed, astonished.

"I didn’t mean it in that sense, Berny. I mean that there is something uplifting about it. I can’t quite explain it, but when I woke up this morning it was with the feeling that I have never felt better in all my life. Sort of full-of-the-joys-of-spring feeling."

"Maybe something in it," Lucy Brand mused. "Perhaps because we slept in the open air. Makes a great difference."

"The explanation’s simple," Dawlish said. "There are no vast crowds of people using up oxygen, no chemicals being ejected from industrial areas. I think all of us will find that the more we breathe it the better we’ll feel. All the impurities will be cleansed out of us."

"Including tobacco juice and alcohol," Nick sighed.

There was silence for a while as the meal continued, then Dawlish said, "You’ll find the giant grapes are harmless."

"Sure?" Harley asked, doubtful.

"Certain. I sampled part of one and suffered no ill effect."

The others looked surprised, then Betty Danvers gave an admiring smile.

"That took courage, Dawlish, and I think all of us should acknowledge the fact."

"Nonsense, Miss Danvers. Somebody had to make a test."

The imperturbable way in which Dawlish referred to his gamble with poison had a sobering effect for a while and the meal was finished in silence—with grapes. Then Dawlish began moving. "We can make rapid progress with our bungalow today."

There were nods of assent, then Bernice stooped and tore a good six inches of costly material from the bottom of her evening gown.
“That’s better,” she said, kicking her feet. “I can’t possibly work with all this stuff around me. You others should do the same.”

Betty and Lucy did, finishing up looking like schoolgirls. The men glanced at one another. The surprising thing was that any of the girls—and Bernice in particular—should really want to work. Usually they did their best to avoid it.

And work it certainly was as the invisible sun rose higher in the cloudless sky. Its beating heat-waves enveloped the six as they toiled back and forth in and out of the wood, carrying the necessary branches and gigantic square leaves with which it was proposed to thatch the roof. By approximately noon the four corner posts and floor were in place and the grimy party broke up for a meal.

Then, on again, each one of them secretly astonished at how much they could accomplish without feeling tired. Dawlish, though, was a sensible leader and did not allow work to proceed beyond the tea period. When the meal of cold fish and water was over he said,

“Gradually we are dropping into a kind of timetable, and we don’t feel exhausted because of the wonderful air. However, in future we’ll take the evenings to ourselves, to do as we wish—walk, swim, laze, or whatever it may be; and the day we’ll divide into work and foraging for food. We can combine business with pleasure by taking walks and looking for good sources of food at the same time. We shall also need another source of water as our present supply is running out. I’ll have a look for some this evening.”

“I’ll help you, if I may?” Betty volunteered.

“Delighted,” Dawlish smiled.

“I’m going to look for something to work as a razor,” Nick decided. “This blasted beard tickles.”

“And I’m going to find a weed as a substitute for tobacco,” Harley said. “I’m half dead without nicotine.”

“With you men out of the way we girls can fix our clothes to look more in keeping with this desert island set-up,” Bernice said, glancing at Lucy Brand.
“Okay,” Dawlish responded. “We’ll be on our way, then.”
He turned, Betty at his side, and for a time they walked in silence. Then the girl laughed slightly.
“I could do with sharing your amusement, Miss Danvers,” Dawlish said, glancing down at her.
“Any reason why you can’t use my first name?”
“Every reason. Our social stations are different. You are the daughter of a wealthy industrialist and I am a chauffeur.”
“You mean that you were, and I was. Values have changed completely, Dawlish. You are the commander of our little band, and the rest of us put together haven’t a quarter of your brains.”
“I’d hardly say that, miss.”
“Oh, call me Betty, for heaven’s sake!”. She gave a half reproachful glance of her blue eyes—and for perhaps the first time Dawlish noticed that they were not the customary pale blue which matches red hair, but brightest sapphire.
“Betty, then,” he responded. “Since values have gone overboard you might as well know I answer to ‘Horace’.”
“I’ll call you ‘Daw’ for short. As to my laughter just now, I was thinking what sights we both look. What would they say in Mayfair or Park Lane?”
“I’m afraid I’m not very interested as to—ah, this looks like a good spot to find water,” Dawlish broke off.
Betty promptly went down on her knees beside him and began to scoop at the dusty, sandy earth. Just here the dry, withered grass had thinned out, which made the task of burrowing down considerably easier.
At the end of fifteen minutes of rough digging the first sign of water appeared. Dawlish unslung the billy-can from his back and, by degrees, filled it. Then he hauled it back onto his shoulder and stood up.
“We know where to come in future,” he said. “This spot is easily distinguishable by the bare earth, to say nothing of the hole we’ve made. Which seems to finish our tour.”
“Still daylight,” Betty reminded him. “And we might have a look if any small animals exist.”

“True. Come along, then.”

Whether or not Betty stumbled deliberately Dawlish did not know, but when he held out his hand to save her she kept it there, imprisoned against her waist by her arm.

“I’m a girl who says what she thinks, Daw,” she remarked, as they strolled onwards in the warm, sunless evening.

“So I’ve noticed.”

“I’ve a great admiration for you. That isn’t just flattery: it’s the considered opinion of a girl of twenty-five.”

“Thank you,” Dawlish murmured, looking out to sea—and then suddenly he stopped, staring at the distant horizon. For a long time he remained gazing at a remote speck. Betty could see it too now, but it made her vision dance to try and hold it in focus. It seemed so far away.

“A ship!” Dawlish breathed. “Without steam up! Just drifting on the current—and headed this way! I’ll swear it’s getting larger.”

He moved forward urgently and Betty clung onto his arm. They settled down in the grass perhaps a quarter of a mile from the edge of the cliffs and fixed their gaze on the growing speck. The tide was apparently flowing and was carrying the vessel towards the shore.

“Not a very big one,” Dawlish said presently. “Looks like a tramp steamer, or something.”

“Do we go back and tell the others?” Betty questioned. “It seems to be heading more to the left than here, which ought to bring it to the shore not far from our base.”

Dawlish got to his feet quickly and helped her up. They went back to the base camp at a run, to discover that the others had already seen the vessel and were standing on the beach, watching it and waving.

“Waving to a ship which hasn’t steam up is rather a waste of time,” Dawlish remarked to Betty. “Obviously nobody is aboard or they’d stop themselves drifting.”

“I—I’ve just discovered something!” Betty exclaimed, her
eyes widening. "Despite that run we made I’m breathing more or less normally."

"Is that so remarkable?"

"It is for me, with a wonky heart."

"Evidently the pure air and exercise have done you good. Now let’s inform these good people their war dance is useless."

Dawlish led the way down to the beach with Betty coming up in the rear. There was time to notice that Bernice and Lucy Brand had altered their evening gowns so that they now resembled sarongs, that Nick had mysteriously shaved himself, and that Harley was smoking something in a roughly fashioned pipe. The odour it gave off was reminiscent of pineapples, or amyl acetate.

"That ship is unmanned," Dawlish announced, and the four turned in surprise. Then they all began to speak at once.

"We saw it from the hinterland," Betty explained. "But Daw doesn’t think it’s going to be much use to us, and he ought to know."

"Why set the man up as a paragon?" Harley demanded, with uncommon viciousness. "I’m getting sick of all this kow-towing to Dawlish!"

"I’m sorry, sir," Dawlish said, surprised. "On the whole I thought my leadership was satisfactory."

"We’re not a bunch of damned children!" Harley objected. "As for that ship, if it can be manned, what’s stopping us doing it? Maybe we can sail out of this hell-hole to somewhere sane."

There was a strained silence; then Lucy spoke up.

"I know you’ve a rotten temper, Harley, but you can at least keep it to yourself. We’ve got to be civil with each other if we’re to maintain any kind of peace."

"If you can keep calm under these conditions, Lucy, you are either crazy or hypocritical! It just can’t be done! The silence! Seaweed for food! Water to drink! I can’t stand any more of it—"

Harley swung round, intending to depart, evidently no
longer interested in the approaching ship and thinking only of the base camp—but Dawlish stopped him.

“Just a moment, Mr. Brand. What’s that you’re smoking?”

“What’s that to do with you? You’re a non-smoker!”

Dawlish was unmoved by the glare in Harley’s curiously glazed eyes.

“I happen to be interested, sir, non-smoker or otherwise.”

“It’s filthy stuff,” Nick put in. “I tried some and I felt as though my head had blown off. It’s some kind of weed Harley dug up out of the wood undergrowth.”

“And poisonous,” Dawlish said deliberately.

Harley took the pipe from his teeth and looked at it. For a moment he seemed startled, and then he scowled.

“Keep your blasted opinions to yourself, Dawlish!”

“Whilst I’m the leader of this party, sir, I can’t allow you to poison yourself. You are smoking an acetate of some kind, and from the smell of it amyl is mixed up in it. The fumes, directly inhaled, are poisonous. Throw that pipe away.”

“What!” Harley exploded. “By what damned right do you—”

In one stride Dawlish reached him, snatched the pipe, and hurled it into the oncoming tide. Harley breathed heavily, his face darkly tinged with colour; then he suddenly lashed out his right fist. Before it could land he received a blow under the jaw that flattened him on his back in the sand.

Harley scrambled to his feet, intending to hit back, but instead he gripped his middle, profound anguish on his face. Immediately Lucy was at his side.

“Harley, what’s wrong?” She put an arm about his shoulders. “Can’t I help?”

“Yes. Get me back to the camp. I’ve got to lie down. I’ve the devil’s own stomach ache.”

He turned, doubled up, and shuffled along the sand with his wife at his side. Dawlish raised an eyebrow and there was a hard smile at the corners of his mouth.

“He’s going to be deathly sick,” he commented, as Nick, Bernice, and Betty looked at him questioningly.
“Can’t we do something for him?” Bernice asked.

“Unfortunately we have no medical kit. He’ll be all right, but let this be a lesson to all of you. Don’t eat, drink, or smoke anything unusual until you’ve asked me. If I can’t give an opinion I’ll try myself first.”

“I never thought I’d give up smoking the hard way,” Nick growled. “Better than that horrible stuff, though—”

“Look how near that ship is!” Betty broke in excitedly.

The others turned. The light was beginning to fade, but it was still sufficient to show that the tempest-battered tramp steamer was now no more than a mile away and drifting steadily in-shore.

“We could swim out to it,” Bernice said. “That’s why Lucy and I fixed our dresses like this—so we can go in and out of the water any time we want without extra weight.”

“We’ll wait for it to come to us,” Dawlish decided. “It won’t be very long.”

His guess was right. Just as the darkness was descending the ship’s keel grounded in the sand and the vessel became motionless, on its side, the water lapping against its barnacled plates.

None of the quartet wasted any time. Led by Dawlish they climbed up the ropes dangling from the vessel’s listing side and so gained the deck. It was weather-worn and battered and had obviously not been cleaned for an imaginable time. Some of the planks indeed were rotten with age which, added to the steep slant of the vessel, made movement difficult.

Whilst Dawlish examined the empty wheel-house and found only maps faded with age, the others scoured the desk, noting that only one lifeboat, in fair repair, remained in the davits. By the time this investigation was complete the darkness had descended and the rodlke stars were smeared overhead.

“No use looking below without lights,” Nick said, as they decided what to do next.

“Might be oil in the lamps,” Dawlish replied.
They found their way to the nearest companion-way and descended into the depths. They felt their way along a narrow passage and so came to a door. It opened stiffly under Dawlish’s pressure and there was black void beyond—or at least almost black. The more the four stood peering into it the more their eyes became accustomed, and presently they could discern the blurred grey circle of a porthole and, beyond it, a dim view of the starlit beach.

Dawlish began to advance slowly into the gloom, then he paused, peering at something round and white near the porthole. Bernice, immediately behind him, gave a cry of horror.

“It’s a skull!” she gasped. “A skeleton seated at the desk!”

Once the first shock was over it was discovered that there were two other skeletons as well, one on the floor and the other slumped on a chair in a corner. All trace of clothes had long since gone.

“This ship’s been lost for a long time,” Nick commented. “We’d better come back in the daylight, Dawlish, and see what there is.”

“Yes, sir—but in the meantime there is much we might learn from this log-book.”

Dawlish picked it up from the desk, feeling dust thick upon it, and disturbing the hand of the skeleton in order to do it. Then he led the way out of the cabin and returned to the fresh air under the stars. Sobered, Nick, Bernice, and Betty followed him down the swinging ropes to the sand and they returned to their base camp. Here Lucy Brand had started a fire with her husband’s still operative lighter. Harley himself was lying on his wife’s fur coat, squirming and twisting, then relaxing for a while and gasping.

“For God’s sake can’t you do something for me?” he demanded of Dawlish, noticing him in the firelight. “I’m dying!”

“Once you have been sick, sir, you will make rapid recovery,” Dawlish assured him. “Cold comfort, I’m afraid, but
then the conditions are extraordinary. You will be interested to know we found the steamer’s log-book.”

“I’m not the least interested.”

Dawlish shrugged and turned aside. He lay down near the fire and opened the log book to study it. Around him, Betty, Bernice, and Nick also stretched themselves.

“The Mary Newton!” Dawlish exclaimed at last, when he had succeeded in deciphering the faded name written in ink on the log book.

“Never heard of it,” Nick said.

“That isn’t surprising, sir, unless you happen to be a student of unusual phenomena, as I am. She is only one of dozens of missing ships on Lloyd’s list. She was last seen near the Cape of Good Hope in brilliant summer weather on the tenth March, nineteen thirty. She never reached port and was never heard of again—so she was added to ships like the Cyclops, the Kobenhaven, and others which have vanished without trace. She was bound for Rio to pick up a cargo of meat, but never accomplished her purpose.

“And there she lies,” Bernice muttered.

Dawlish turned the pages of the log-book slowly and found most of the earlier entries illegible with age; but later ones were clearer. The last one was significant by reason of the wavering pen stroke at the finish ...

“Have tried all normal means of seamanship to determine our position, and failed. Distant coastline is not positioned on our charts. Stars do not check with normal maps. We have been nearly ten days without food and the last of the water has gone. I fear an early disaster. Some of the crew have taken to the boats. How we got here I do not know and——”

“They sailed into it, and we drove into it,” Betty said. “Which seems to prove you can get caught up just anywhere.”

“Just as I said,” Dawlish responded. “And this bears out my earlier theory that we are in a plane very close to but not a part of our own space. If we’re lucky we might
get out of it as simply as we came into it—but my belief is that we are faced with a lifetime here and must make the best of it. At least we can abandon the building of our bungalow. That ship will make a perfect home for us when we have tidied it up and removed the skeletons.”

“There’s only one thing against that,” Nick said. “Using the ship as a home, I mean. Suppose one night when we’re asleep a storm and a big sea gets up? We’re liable to be carried away to heaven knows where!”

“Would that matter so much?” Betty asked. “We haven’t the remotest idea where we are anyway.”

“It would matter,” Nick answered, “because we might die on board if we didn’t reach land. Water and food would run out, whereas here it cannot. No, I prefer to stay on solid ground even if it is unfamiliar.”

“I think, sir, you may be right,” Dawlish conceded. “Though the climate seems pretty equable, we cannot rely on it. At least we may find tools on that ship which will help us with our bungalow work. In the morning we can make a thorough search. In the meantime, may I ask a question?”

“Shoot,” Nick invited.

“You have shaved quite effectually. May I ask how?”

Nick grinned and from his trouser pocket produced a sea shell, not unlike that of an oyster in shape, but much larger. The edge was serrated.

“Sharp as glass,” he explained, handing it over. “It will even shave me without lather, though I don’t know how long the ‘blade’ will last. In any case there are thousands of them on the beach.”

Dawlish tested the shell on his own beard and the effect was magical.

“Thank you, sir.” He handed the shell back. “I shall lay in a supply for myself. Queer, but even here one feels the need to conform to civilized tradition—if one is clean-shaven, that is.”

“Well,” Nick said, getting to his feet, “I think I’ll take a stroll before turning in. Coming, Berny?”

He held down a hand to her and she rose up beside him.
CHAPTER THREE

It was peculiar how, in this plane, the night never seemed to become really dark, and the glow could not be entirely attributed to the moon.

"Probably refraction of light waves," Nick said, as Bernice brought up the matter.

"Could be," she agreed, and became silent for a while as the stroll continued. The immensity of the thing which had happened was such that the human mind could not adapt itself to it immediately. At the very outset of the adventure there had been the feeling that everything would work out right, that this was only a temporary diversion into something abnormal—but now hope was dying. Civilization, as such, and all its amenities. Money, comfort, influence—Wiped out. Bernice found it peculiar to reflect how selfish her outlook had been up to now.

"You and I are engaged, Nick," she resumed presently. "I don’t suppose we intend to stay permanently in that state, so what happens if we want to marry? Who’s going to perform the ceremony?"

"Seems to me that Dawlish is the only answer."

"Dawlish! But he’s only a servant——"

"There you go again, Berny! He’s the captain of this little band of ours, and a captain has the right to perform a marriage ceremony. Yes, he’s the one to do it. I think there might be a Bible aboard the Mary Newton, which will give the authentic touch."

"Well, why not tomorrow? No sense in delaying, is there?"

Nick did not answer. He had come to a halt and was standing with his attention sharpened, as though listening to something. Bernice frowned as she studied him.

"What’s the matter——?" she began, but Nick raised a hand for silence. For a long time he was motionless, then at last he relaxed and rubbed the back of his head ruefully.
"I'm going cockeyed," he announced. "I could have sworn I heard people talking."

"Talking! Who? Where?"

Nick looked about him in the pearly gloom. "Sounded to be a lot of them. I couldn't make out what they were saying. The craziest thing of all is that one of them sounded like Henry T. Mythorn himself!"

"I think," Bernice said seriously, "that it's time we got back to base and had a sleep—or at last you should. When you hear voices in the wilderness it's time to quit."

Nick did not answer. He turned about, took Bernice's arm, and they began to stroll back the way they had come. He did not mention the matter of the voices again in case he sounded too ridiculous, but he was quite convinced in his own mind that he had heard them—and said so to Dawlish when he returned to camp.

Dawlish was doing his best to sleep when the information was given him. It was vital enough to make him sit up sharply. Some distance away Harley Brand was vomiting and groaning.

"Voices?" Dawlish repeated. "You're sure?"

"Sounded like it. It's crazy, of course."

"Not necessarily. It may be a point where this plane overlaps the normal world and the barrier between is so thin that sound waves carry across it. It may even be a point we can investigate with a hope of getting out of here! You'd better show me."

By this time, Betty Danvers—not properly asleep anyway—had also awakened. She scrambled up hastily from under her dustcoat and followed Dawlish, Nick, and Bernice as they strode swiftly into the night. Lucy Brand looked after them for a moment, puzzled, then gave her attention again to her husband.

"About here," Nick said finally, when he had returned to the approximate spot. "Doesn't seem to be anything at the moment, far as I can hear."

Dawlish, however, was not satisfied with this. He roamed
slowly around in the gloom, his ears cocked. Nick and the
two girls wandered in a narrow circle, not quite knowing
what they were going to hear—if anything at all. Then
Betty Danvers stopped and retraced a few steps.
“Here!” she gasped. “It’s absolutely uncanny!”
Immediately the others were at her side. All four of them
stood motionless, catching gusty drifts of conversation as
unreal and remote as something on the astral plane. Here
and there a sentence or two became “detached” from the
general murmuring and made sense.
“... night club of his makes a packet of money ...”
“... that she is, but she’s selfish, concentrates only on
her own pleasures ...”
Then a woman, clear and distinct for a moment — “If
you ask me, she’s only going to marry Nick Clayton for his
money. That painted hussy hasn’t an unselfish bone in her
body!”
“That’s me they’re talking about!” Bernice gasped,
amazed. “I don’t recognize the voices, but I’ll swear it’s one
of those old hags at the house-warming!”
“Can’t be!” Betty protested. “That was a couple of
nights ago—maybe more. How could we hear it now?”
“Echo?” Nick suggested—then as mysteriously as they
had made themselves evident the voices faded into silence
as the weird, shifting barrier between planes intervened again.
“Interesting,” Dawlish commented, moving around in an
endeavour to make contact—and failing. “In fact the most
interesting thing that has happened so far. At this point the
veil is extremely thin.”
“Yet immensely strong,” Nick sighed. “Otherwise we
could walk straight through into the normal world.”
“Let me see, now,” Dawlish mused, looking about him.
“We travelled, when on the road, almost to the point where
the village would have been, when the petrol gave out. It
is quite possible that our movements in this plane have con-
formed to the movements we might have made in the normal
plane, which would have brought us to the vicinity of
Mythorn Towers. Mythorn Towers being the only house in the district where people are up and about—the rest of the village being asleep—it is the only place from where we can hear voices."

"It's crazy!" Nick objected. "We've lived some days and nights since then—"

"Time outside may be almost stationary compared to here," Dawlish pointed out. "Don't forget that radio announcer."

"Do these voices give us a better chance of getting home?" Betty asked flatly.

"I wouldn't say that," Dawlish replied guardedly, "but at least it does pin a certain familiar section in the outer world—and around that we can, by degrees, form the rest of the parallels with our own environment. The village, the road up which we came, and so on. We can return at intervals and see if any more voices reach us."

He said no more. Instead he searched around until he found a piece of stone. Returning with it he dumped it in the spot where the voices had been heard.

"So we'll know it again," he explained. "Now we'd better get back to base and catch up on some sleep. We've a lot to do tomorrow."

Because he was the leader Nick and the two girls followed obediently behind him but each one of them, as they tried later on to sleep amidst the disturbance created by Harley Brand, was thinking nostalgically of those weird voices—and of home.

The following morning Harley Brand was normal again. Looking very chastened, and as though suffering from a bad hangover, he apologized at breakfast for his behaviour of the previous night, even though he had obviously only a hazy recollection of what had happened.

"Lucy told me I was a bit of a boor," he said uncertainly, as the group sat around a meal of fish, ship's biscuits, and canned meat, with which the Mary Newton had been found to be plentifully supplied.

"Forget it," Dawlish said, shrugging. "You can't be held
responsible for what you do under the influence of a drug. I only hope you won’t try smoking that stuff again.”

“I’m cured,” Harley sighed. “I don’t want to smoke anything any more. Tough way to reform, but it worked. Come to think of it, I don’t need this either.”

He pulled his wallet from his pocket and examined it. Within it was about a hundred pounds made up in various denominations of currency.

“Hold it!” Nick advised him. “We may be nearer to escape than you think. Destroying that money might give you a thrill, but it would haunt you forever if we found our way back home.”

Harley hesitated and frowned. “Back home? How?”

He was told of the voices, then to add flavour Dawlish produced a rough map he had made. He laid it down so everybody could see it.

“I was awake early and drew this,” he explained. “First I explored the Mary Newton and found this food—and there is a good deal more too, which being canned should be all right for us. Then I drew this map. The dotted lines represent the normal world, and the others this plane we’re in. A kind of superimposition.”

“According to this map, then, this place here—where we have our base—is about two miles beyond the village of Little Brook,” Bernice said.

“Yes, Miss Forbes. And across here”—Dawlish indicated the dry grassland extending away infinitely from the base camp—“is the lane up which we travelled in the car, and lost ourselves. At the remoter end of it is the signpost where we turned off and into this incredible plane. I think we should mark each point with stone and by that means we can approximately position where we are in relation to the outer normal world.”

“What’s the good?” Harley growled. “We can’t get back.”

“We might one day,” Dawlish answered. “Anyway, it can do us no harm to stroll, even in imagination, through the world we once knew. Even to hear the voices coming from there is a stimulus.”
“If we went far enough we’d contact London, I suppose?” Betty enquired.

“I imagine so, by moving eastwards.”

The meal progressed, then Harley seemed to have a change of heart.

“All right then, I’ll mark out the positions after breakfast. Suit you, Dawlish?”

Dawlish nodded. “You take the map. You’ll need it. We’ll continue the building of the bungalow. There are tools on the ship there, just as I’d hoped. I suppose you ladies will help us?”

“Definitely!” Betty declared, getting to her feet. “And incidentally, Daw, are you anything of a doctor?”

He smiled. “Why? Do you need first aid?”

“No, but I’d like a check-up on this heart of mine. I’ve already told you I feel tons better than I did, and I’m still feeling that way. I want to know if it’s a fluke or a permanency.”

“Why bother?” Dawlish asked, shrugging. Then he got to his feet actively. “Well, we’ve work to do. Let’s get started.”

As usual he was obeyed. Harley set off on his mission to mark out the landscape and those left behind transported tools from the ship and then turned themselves into builders. By dinner time the floor of the bungalow had been completed, and by early evening one wall was up. Bernice set herself the task of preparing the evening meal over the ship’s transported oil stove, near which was a newly opened drum. On the stove the frying pan was busy. Fat sizzled as freshly caught fish browned appetisingly.

The meal was eaten and enjoyed and, as usual, conversation began to float into desultory channels; then Dawlish got to his feet in readiness for recreation.

“I think I’ll take a stroll,” he said.

“I’ll come with you,” Betty said promptly.

Bernice glanced at her and then asked a question: “Dawlish, are you capable of marrying Nick and myself?”

“I imagine so. After all, there are only ourselves to con-
sider and if we all agree that that shall be binding, then so be it. A Bible would help, though."

"Here," Lucy Brand said, handing one from behind her. "Bernice found it today on the ship."

Dawlish took it, then glanced at Nick. "I take it you are agreeable, sir, as the other party?"

"Well, yes, but——"

"But!" Bernice ejaculated, staring. "What in the world do you mean?"

"I—er—I’m not trying to slight you in any way, Berny, but what if we find our way back home unexpectedly? We shall then no longer be legally married."

"Surely that’s simple enough?" Harley asked in surprise. "You’ll get married again in the ordinary way."

"I don’t think we should," Nick said uncomfortably.

Bernice set her mouth. "You’ve always led me to believe we’d get married."

"Right enough, but just consider. Dawlish performs the ceremony and we become man and wife. Suppose a child followed? Let’s assume we’re in this place for ten years... How do we explain, if we accidentally get home, that we need to get married when we have a child of ten with us?"

"Scandal and muck-raking," Betty sighed. "Wouldn’t the columnists love it? And they’d pick on you, good and hard, because you’re worth so many millions."

"Exactly. And they wouldn’t give Berny much peace either. I think we should be absolutely sure that we’re stuck here for life before we make a move."

Bernice did not say anything. She turned and walked languidly away. The others watched her—a slim, brown-legged figure in her ragged, makeshift sarong, blonde hair tumbling to her shoulders.

"I agree with your viewpoint, Nick," Lucy Brand said.

What Dawlish thought nobody knew. His face was as impassive as ever. Hands in pockets, he wandered away in the opposite direction to Bernice. Betty quickly catching up with him. When they arrived back it was growing dark and to their surprise Bernice had not returned.
“You didn’t see her while you were strolling?” Nick asked Dawlish urgently.

“No, sir. Not a trace.”

Nick hesitated no longer. He set off in the direction Bernice had taken. It was not a difficult thing for him to do, for in the sand, and later the dusty soil, the girl had left clear impressions of her bare feet. The gentle glow showed the trail distinctly and Nick began to follow it at a half run, worried that the girl should be out alone in this weird land now the night had come.

He followed her imprints for about a mile and a half, which brought him to a massive stone. Upon the stone was roughly chipped the word SIGNPOST. Harley Brand had put it there in the morning to mark the approximate spot in the outer world where the signpost stood. And the odd thing was that Bernice’s footprints stopped here, in mid-trail! There was nothing but the night and the gentle hot wind.

“Berny!” Nick yelled. “Berny, where are you?”

There was no answer, save the distant murmur of the tranquil sea. The girl had vanished and there was no conceivable place where she could be hiding, otherwise her footprints would have led straight to it. There was only the infuriating, rodlike stars, the greyness, and the impalpable distances curving over the edge-o’-beyond.

Nick swung and began to run, arriving back at the site of the bungalow like a whirlwind. His very speed and anxiety brought the other members of the party to their feet.

“Gone, you say?” Dawlish caught at Nick’s shoulder and forced him to calm down a little. “You’re sure?”

“Of course I’m sure! Her footprints stop in the middle of empty landscape, by Signpost Rock.”

Dawlish asked no more questions. He began moving instead—at a run, with the others hurrying behind him. When the rock was reached he gazed down thoughtfully at the sudden cessation in the footprints. He looked about him, up at the bewildering stars, and then sighed.

“Good for Miss Forbes!” he exclaimed at last.
“Good?” Nick repeated blankly. “But what in——”

“She must have found her way back,” Dawlish interrupted. “Not by any effort on her part. Somehow, by reason of the incomprehensible laws controlling this plane and the normal one, she must have stepped out of one into the other.”

Nobody spoke. The shock was stunning, all the more so because the transition had apparently been accomplished so easily. Yet so had the transition of the car.

“Then we’ve lost her!” Betty’s mouth sagged in amazement.

“Yes. But it’s encouraging. If it happened to her it can happen to us, and the vital spot seems to be around here somewhere. This is where the overlap of the two planes is most marked. It is near here where we hear the voices, and it is here where, in the ordinary world, there stands the signpost which marked the beginning of our journey here. Miss Forbes has got back: maybe we shall sometime.”

Nick made a gesture of annoyance. “This business makes one realize how limited our intelligence really is, otherwise we’d know what to do to get home. As it is we just step gingerly into the air and nothing happens. Why?”

“Because our senses do not incorporate a knowledge of four dimensions, sir,” Dawlish explained. “We only understand how to move in three. Just as a worm only knows two dimensions, length and breadth.”

“I have the feeling that I am to blame for this,” Nick muttered. “If I’d agreed to marry her she wouldn’t have wandered off. All would have been well.”

“A queer viewpoint, sir, if I may say so,” Dawlish commented. “Not so very long ago you were hinting at Miss Forbes’ selfishness: now you reveal the same tendency yourself. Surely she will be happier in natural surroundings than here?”

Nick said nothing. Hands in pockets, he considered, mooching away slowly. It was Harley’s voice which made him pause.

“Just a minute, Nick! There may be a way of discovering
where Berny is—or at least if she got back safely. What about the ghostly voices? I haven’t heard them yet, and I’d like to. Surely the first place Berny would go would be Mythorn Towers?”

“That’s right!” Dawlish exclaimed quickly. “This way. The spot is marked.”

He led the others to it, half a mile distant, and sure enough as they came into the area the five could distinctly hear the ebb and flow of words and the deeper background of many more voices.

“I don’t get this,” Nick said. “It can’t still be the house-warming guests talking! Another day and night have gone past for us!”

Nobody answered: they were too busy concentrating and trying to hear. They picked up odd snatches.

“. . . and of course that wonderful car of his. I’m not saying anything against Nick Clayton, mind you—he’s one of the best in the world—but I do believe he thinks money can buy anything and ——”

Drift, a babble like an ill-tuned radio, then sharp sentences again predominating.

“. . . Henry T? Oh, he’s more money than sense otherwise he wouldn’t have bought a white elephant like this.”

None of the conversation was consecutive. Bits and pieces, mainly the senseless, ill-natured comments of a band of everyday people drinking and murmuring in holes and corners. Nowhere a mention of Bernice.

Finally Nick wandered away and the others joined him. The quiet seemed appalling after the voices.

“Evidently the voices are heard better at night than by day,” Dawlish mused. “I wonder if the sun has anything to do with it?”

“Dawlish, will you please realize something!” Nick implored. “Those viper-tongues are still wagging at the house party! How in blazes does it come to be still going when we’re nearly five or six days ahead of that period?”

“The unequal balance of Time-ratio, sir, as I said before,
Here we must be living with terrific speed, but are not aware of it because we’ve nothing by which to judge. Relativity. Everything is relative. Take speed: you can only judge velocity by its relation to the fixed objects around it.”

“Then we are listening-in to a time before we ourselves vanished, and certainly long before Bernice got back?”

“I would say, sir, near as I can judge, that we are listening to the time after we left the house-warming—since many of the references concerning you and Miss Forbes have been in the past tense—but whether the time is before our actual moment of crossing from one state to the other I don’t know.”

“How long before we catch up with hearing if Bernice has got back?” Lucy Brand demanded.

“I have no idea.”

Again the impasse, the feeling that everything was utterly hopeless; yet it was balanced by the thought that perhaps at any moment one or other might follow in the wake of Bernice and step unexpectedly back into the living world where people, however shallow their natures, would live and breathe again and the sounds of normal life would come back into the quiet.

“I’m going back to the bungalow,” Nick said abruptly.

Turning, he ambled away through the greyness. Harley and his wife soon began to follow, but Dawlish was prevented from doing so by a tug on his arm from Betty. He could see her young, pretty face in the dim light, her eyes reflecting the incredible rodlike stars.

“It’s not time to turn in yet,” she said. “Can’t we walk a bit? I love doing that: you talk so intelligently.”

Dawlish laughed. “I have met few girls who like a man to talk intelligently! Usually they are more interested in hearing him talk about them.”

“Strange man that you are,” Betty sighed, holding onto his arm and glancing at his powerful profile against the sky. “You manage to keep yourself so much to yourself—and yet you are still sociable. I think that’s wonderful.”

“If we stay here for the rest of our lives you’ll find it getting monotonous, Betty.”
“No—never!” She was quick in her denial. “You’ll always have something fresh to say, always some new corner to turn, no matter how long we stay. Even in the ordinary way I always knew you were a cut above the lounge-lizards amongst whom I mixed, only I didn’t dare say so then. I can now and it just doesn’t matter. So I can be grateful for being flung into—wherever we are. And my heart, too: that’s miles better. I keep on telling you that, don’t I?”

“You still sound very young, Betty,” Dawlish replied, with an affectionate clasp of her shoulders. “Please don’t have any false illusions about me. All you’ve got is a bad attack of hero-worship.”

“At twenty-five? Oh, no! I got over that in my ’teens. I also learned then to speak my mind—and I’m doing it now. I’m in love with you, Daw. Surely you can see that? Not only with you for yourself, but your knowledge, your calmness, your leadership—”

“In fact the perfect paragon!” Dawlish laughed. “No man is that, Betty—but thanks all the same. And please don’t go overboard for me completely. It might be difficult to live up to it if we happen to follow Miss Forbes back to where we belong.”

“It wouldn’t change my opinion, or my intentions—ever.”

Betty had come to a halt, completely resolved. Dawlish stood looking down at her for a moment, then he took his arm away from her shoulders and kissed her.

When they returned to base they found Harley and Lucy half asleep, propped against the edge of the bungalow floor. Nick was seated not far away, chin on hands as his elbows rested on his upthrust knees. He was looking up towards the stars as Dawlish and Betty approached him.

“Got over it yet, sir?” Dawlish enquired, settling down close by with Betty beside him.

“I’ve no choice,” he answered. “Anyway, something else has taken my attention. Take a look at those stars there—”

Dawlish and the girl glanced up and then started. For the first time since they had arrived in this quiet, calm land the
stars were misted over, and as the moments passed they slowly began to disappear. From the sea a fresh wind began to rise, gathering in strength as the moments passed.

"Evidently the climate is not always perfect here," Dawlish said quickly, getting to his feet. "Storm of some kind is blowing up, and as we've no means of knowing how violent it may become we'd better get to shelter quickly."

"Where, for instance?"

"The Mary Newton. Since we haven't finished building the bungalow it's our only sanctuary. Collect everything you can find."

Dawlish hurried across to the dozing Harley and his wife and shook them into wakefulness.

"Now what?" Harley growled, then he spat and spluttered as dust and sand grains blew into his face in the wind.

"Storm coming," Dawlish explained quickly. "We're going to the ship. Bring all you can grab."

Almost before they had gained the listing side of the beached vessel the storm broke in all its fury with a whip-lash of lightning and vicious crack of thunder. At the same instant the gathering breeze changed abruptly to a gale, and from a gale into a hurricane. The speed at which the storm developed, and the demoniacal fury it possessed, was startling.

Led by Dawlish the party blundered down the companionway into the cabin which had formerly been the captain's. Here there were oil lamps ready for use in just an emergency as this. Dawlish lighted them with the ship's matches and then looked around him in the yellow glow. Betty, Harley, Nick, and Lucy were all present, listening in some alarm to the screaming of the wind. In this cabin all seemed safe enough, and the skeletons and other traces of age had long since been moved out.

"I have the uncomfortable feeling," Nick remarked presently, "that nothing is going to remain of that bungalow floor into which we put such labour!"

"That isn't entirely what's worrying me, sir," Dawlish
told him. "My fear is that perhaps the wind will blow away those stones we’ve set out to mark our environment. If so, we’ll have extreme difficulty in locating the exact spots again. We might be near, but not dead on—which is as good as being infinites away. Particularly now we know Miss Forbes’ vanishing point."

As he finished speaking Dawlish looked up with a start as with incredible fury the real force of the storm broke.

It had little parallel in the outer world, save perhaps in tropical climes. The wind shrieked until it was deafening, and the sea driven before it was also on the flood, which brought monstrous breakers thundering in-shore—which presently battered against the side of the beached ship. Glancing about them in alarm the party could do nothing but wait and see what happened. Through the porthole they had a vision of surging ocean and lightning-ripped sky.

It was not long before the thing Dawlish had feared began to happen. The ship started to quiver and vibrate as it slowly began to right itself in the surging waters. Finally it straightened up with a dizzying heave, setting the five staggering helplessly. Nick was the first to reach the porthole when the initial lunges had abated slightly.

"We’re heading out to sea!" he ejaculated. "Or at least we are on the move—carried by currents, probably."

Dawlish lurched over the swaying floor and joined him. Outside the breakers were creaming inwards to the shore and smashing themselves against the bow of the cliffs which formed the bay. The tidal currents at this point prevented the vessel from being tossed onto the beach: instead it rode the waves and began to move outwards into the storm.

"We’re getting further away from land every moment," Betty said anxiously, peering through the porthole. "What do we do?"

"Try and guide the ship," Dawlish replied, swinging round. "I don’t know the first thing about seamanship, but if the helm still answers and the wheelhouse is intact we might manage something. Better come with me, sir," he added to Nick. "It may take two of us."
They hurried from the cabin and up the companion-way. The wind smote them in a solid blast when they gained the deck. The only advantage was that it was not particularly cold, otherwise in their half-clad state they wouldn’t have been able to stand it.

Clinging to each other, and whatever projections they could find, they fought their way to the wheelhouse—but before they could enter it a gigantic wave reared, hovered, and then smashed down upon them. They were flung from their feet and slithered along the deck, hitting the rail with numbing force.

Dawlish scrambled to his feet with difficulty and helped up Nick. They lurched and reeled helplessly as the deck seemed to swing up and down beneath them.

“No use, sir, I’m afraid,” Dawlish panted. “We’d better get below while we’re in one piece. Another wave like that might break up the wheelhouse and us with it.”

They abandoned their effort and, inch by inch, crept back to the companion-way, and so below. Harley and the girls looked up expectantly.

“No use,” Dawlish said, closing the door. “We’ll have to drift.”

Nobody said anything. Each seemed to be thinking what to do next. Then after a while Betty appeared to realize something and she moved to the porthole and peered through it.

“Storm’s dying down!” she exclaimed, turning eagerly. “The lighting’s ceased and I don’t hear any thunder—but from the look of things we’re a long way out on the briny. I can’t even see the shore any more.”

Dawlish joined her. Nick, Harley, and Lucy threw themselves in chairs and relaxed, waiting. Dawlish gazed out onto the pearl-grey semi-dark outside and all he could see was the grey face of slowly calming waters. The shriek of the wind had gone, and so had the rolling of the vessel. It began to look as though the unearthly calm normal to this weird region was beginning to reassert itself.
"Yes, the storm's practically ceased," Dawlish admitted at length. "We'd better go up on deck and look around."

He opened the door for Betty as she kept beside him and then followed her above. As abruptly as the storm had broken, so it had now vanished. There was not a breath of wind and the sea was rapidly returning to its normal mill-pond quietness.

CHAPTER FOUR

"Queer," Dawlish commented, as he gazed upon the calming scene. "Evidently storms in this region are as crazy as everything else. We've moved some distance, too. Land's out of sight."

There were sounds to the rear as Harley, his wife, and Nick came up on deck. They looked about them, then up at the magically cleared sky. The rodlike stars were visible again.

"Think it's ebb tide?" Harley asked, joining Dawlish.

"Perhaps. On the other hand it may be some kind of undercurrent which is moving us along. No reason why we shouldn't try and steer. Safe enough now to go to the wheelhouse——"

"Just a minute," Lucy interrupted, peering into the distance towards which the ship was heading. "What do you make of that?"

Everybody gazed in the same direction and gradually began to discern what Lucy meant. There was apparently a big stretch of dark land ahead, or at least something marring the smooth surface of the pearly sea. It was only as the vessel moved nearer to it, pulled by inexplicable currents, that the "island" began to assume outlines. There were curiously straight trees with cross bars on them; tilted spires at all manner of angles; great upthrusting dark hulks——

"Ships!" Nick gasped, astounded. "Dozens of 'em! All piled up into one complete island!"

"Right," Dawlish confirmed, gazing fixedly. "An island of
lost ships, all drawn there by the tidal current, in which we are now caught. And that’s where this ship will finish, too!”

His guess was right. The speed of the old ship had accelerated now and with its rivets and plates creaking it ploughed through the water towards its doomed sisters. In a matter of fifteen minutes it had reached them. The party stood back from the deck side, prepared to run for safety as the ship plunged into the midst of the rearing, rotting vessels and huge overhanging masts.

There was a monstrous ripping sound, the chaos of age-old timbers and metal plates crumbling and snapping, then the Mary Newton came to rest solidly locked in the island of derelicts.

Nick drew a deep breath. “Whew! That’s better! I half expected we’d get buried under this junk pile.”

“This region must extend for miles,” Harley remarked, turning slowly and seeing nothing but lofty, lopsided masts, and here and there a diagonal funnel. “What do you make of it, Dawlish? Is this the shipping of this plane—all that remains of it—or did it come from elsewhere?”

“If by ‘elsewhere’ you mean the outer world, sir, then I think it came from there,” Dawlish answered. “It seems that in this plane there is a kind of common whirlpool into which unmanned vessels are drawn. The Mary Newton was evidently an exception and had steered clear of it, until the storm drove her into it. Or maybe the storms themselves are the motive force which finally drives every ship to this graveyard.”

“Well, I—” Nick began to say, and then he gave a start. He just could not go on speaking because he was too astounded, so he gripped Dawlish’s arm and pointed.

Dawlish saw what he meant: so did the others. In this utterly deserted land a bright light was shining some distance away! Even more extraordinary, it was swinging back and forth and coming nearer.

“Some—somebody else alive!” Betty gasped, clinging to Dawlish. “Gosh, I know I shouldn’t be scared, but I am!”
Dawlish was silent, watching. Occasionally, as it advanced, the light made jumps as though the person holding it leapt from one hulk to another. Then came the sounds of his progress, the ring of his boots on metal—and at last he himself took on outline in the pearly glow. He came nearer still, and at last was only a few feet away on the neighbouring vessel, a hurricane lamp swinging in his hand. He held it high and peered forward.

“Well I’m scuttled!” He ejaculated in amazement, his voice rusty as though he had had little need to use it. “Living people!”

He seemed to consider it a quite impossible revelation. So, whilst he gazed and muttered to himself, the party on the Mary Newton studied him. He was attired in a tattered seaman’s uniform, apparently that of a captain, and possessed a great mane of unkempt grey hair and a flowing beard and moustache. In physique he was not particularly big, but his shoulders were massive. His eyes, lighted diagonally by the oil lamp, had a fixed, staring quality as though he had been suddenly awakened from a deep sleep.

“Who are you?” Nick called out.

“English!” the apparition yelled. “Sweet oil of Judah, he speaks English!”

He lunged forward suddenly, leaping to the “Mary Newton.” Then he grabbed the hands of the party each in turn and began a fandango, the oil lamp bobbing on the curved wire about his wrist.

“Cap Bronson isn’t alone any more!” he kept chanting. “He’s got company! That’ll drown out the nasty noises.”

“Eh?” Betty asked, surprised.

Captain Bronson suddenly stopped dancing and put a finger to his bearded mouth with exaggerated caution.

“You’ll wake ’em,” he said, peering about him. “The ones who sleep—down there.” He sank his voice and turned one finger downwards dramatically, indicating some subterranean region.
“Crazy as a bed bug,” Nick murmured, as Dawlish stood beside him.

“Let’s get something straight,” Harley said brusquely. “Are you Captain Bronson?”

“Right!” Bronson yelled, with a wild flourish. “Cap Bronson!”

“From where? Have you a ship around here?”

“A ship, he says!” Cap Bronson looked around him with a wild glint in his eyes. “A ship! Sweet oil of Judah, I’ve thousands of ’em! Pick what I like, take what I like. I’m the ruler, don’t you see?”

“No,” Lucy said politely.

“A woman,” Bronson whispered, staring at her. “And another one here!” He looked at Betty. “I’d forgotten what they looked like. All I have had has been a picture of my wife and kid. She must be twenty-two now. Hell! That’s what it’s been! Hell! Twenty-two years of it! No, twenty! Madge was two when it happened — Noises!” Bronson screamed, wheeling around him and looking nowhere in particular. “Noises, noises! And the fish! They come out and look at me, blast their mainbraces!”

Dawlish took Nick’s arm and led him on one side. In somewhat embarrassed silence Betty, Lucy, and Harley watched Bronson go into another of his capering dances, the lamp swinging up and down.

“The man’s half crazy,” Dawlish murmured. “If he is speaking the truth he’s had twenty years in this ghastly plane, and that’s enough to break any one person. Solitary confinement would be a summer vacation by comparison. If we handle him carefully he may be useful. He must know a thing or two about the environment, having been here so long. What is more, he is a seaman and can perhaps steer us back to the shore we’ve lost. We certainly can’t do it ourselves.

“Right enough,” Nick agreed. “And he must have access to food and water to have survived — Okay, let’s see what we can do.”
Dawlish moved forward again and spoke quietly, causing Bronson to pause in the midst of his jig.

“If you have a moment, Captain Bronson, I’d like a word with you.”

“If I have a moment!” Bronson bellowed with laughter. “I’ve been dry-docked here for twenty years and he asks me if I have a moment——! Laugh, blast you!” he commanded, seeing the serious faces.

“I’m Horace Dawlish,” Dawlish said. “The leader of this party. We’re stranded, same as you are—and we don’t know how we got here.”

Bronson was silent. He had quietened for the moment, but his eyes were constantly darting about as he listened. By degrees Dawlish gave the whole story, finishing with a negative shrug of his shoulders.

“So there it is, Captain. We’re completely lost. We wondered if you could perhaps guide this vessel of ours back to the shore from which it was snatched?”

“That,” Bronson answered, stroking his magnificent beard, “takes a lot of consideration. How do we drive this thing? We don’t have the women behind the stern pushing, do we?”

He burst into apoplectic laughter at this, but Dawlish remained perfectly calm.

“We might rig up sails,” he answered. “If we can move this vessel from the jammed ships around us it is seaworthy enough to make the trip back. Don’t you see, Captain? If we can only return to our lost shore we stand a chance of getting through to our own world again. And that would include you!”

“Back—back home?” Bronson hesitated, looking vague. “But that isn’t possible. I’ve been here twenty years and—”

“There’s a scientific answer to all this,” Dawlish insisted. “If any man can get you back home again, I can. But not until you behave like a mariner and get us on the move.”

Bronson was silent for a while, then his flourishing began again.

“Right!” he yelled. “Right it is! I’ll do it! I’m the
best seaman that ever was, and what do I get for it? Noises! Fish come and look at me and we'll dine first," he finished, without any pause to change the subject.

"Gladly," Dawlish smiled. "We haven't had a meal for some time, nor have we slept. We're pretty well exhausted."

"This way, all of you! Follow the lamp—the only bright thing in a dark world."

Bronson scrambled to the side of the ship and leapt outwards with superlative ease to the next wreck. Dawlish followed him and then caught the two girls as they landed. Nick and Harley followed quickly afterwards. Thereafter the party kept in the rear of the half crazy old seaman as he led the way across the hulks which formed this forgotten cesspool of shipping. Bronson sang as he went, with a force sufficient to awaken the dead.

It was during the seemingly interminable journey from ship to ship that Dawlish noticed something in the grey light, and he stopped suddenly. He pointed to a nearby vessel lying on her side, most of her falling to pieces.

"The Kobenhavn!" he exclaimed. "One of the most famous of missing ships! Now we do know we're in the land to which ships and people have disappeared."

"Course you are!" Bronson had caught the words and came back to look at the Kobenhavn's prow. "You'll find 'em all here—the Cyclops, Saint Augustine, Pride of Alaska—all the ships that ever disappeared from maritime records without trace or explanation. Like mine did. I was skipper of the Baltimore Belle. If you know your records you'll remember it was sailing for the States during the summer of 1942. Then something happened — I dunno what. We just went on sailing but didn't get anywhere, and finished up here."

This was the most rational statement Bronson had made so far. Perhaps the presence of other living beings was having a steadying influence upon him.

"And your crew died?" Betty asked.

"Of thirst. We sailed for maybe three months and I was
the only one who stuck it out. Some jumped overboard, others died horribly from lack of food and water. I was about dying, too, when a storm sprang up—sweet oil of Judah, I was being flung into this mass of craft before I realized it. But I’d come back to life. The rain slaked my thirst, and once I got this far I found water and food, particularly on some of the other vessels. I was alive—and I’m still alive after twenty years. Understand?”

“It’s a miracle,” Harley said. “Twenty ears in this solitude is enough to drive anybody——” He was about to say “mad,” but Dawlish stopped such a tactless blunder by cutting in.

“How did you know we’d arrived, Captain? Were you on the watch?”

“I heard you. You couldn’t drive that ship of yours into this mass of hulks without making a din, could you? I knew something had happened—but I didn’t expect people. But come on! We’re wasting time!”

So, presently, Captain Bronson’s abode was reached. It was a heeled-over ship, about a mile from the Mary Newton. The party followed the mariner across a listing deck to a companion-way. Once they had descended it they found the entire interior of the ship had been taken to pieces, leaving one huge chamber as large as a ballroom. In this, obviously taken from the other ships nearby, was every conceivable type of furniture and most of it good, though ancient. In fact, the quarters of Captain Bronson were the last word in comfort. Even the floor had costly rugs, evidently taken from staterooms and lounges.

“Sit down, sit down,” Bronson invited, waving his hand, and the five obeyed, glancing about them in the glow of the six oil lamps fixed at different positions on the walls.

“You’ve evidently plenty of oil,” Nick remarked, as Bronson busied himself in the distance, preparing a meal.

“All the oil I need. Much of it crude stuff taken from the dozens of engine rooms in this island. Last me another twenty years if I need it. I’ve everything I need, even to this
galley I’m working on now. Arranged everything myself. Not bad, eh?”

“I don’t know whether to laugh at him or sympathise,” Betty murmured, seated next to Dawlish.

“Don’t do either. In a case like his one chance word on the wrong side might turn him vicious——”


Nick gave Dawlish a glance. “Say, do you suppose he’s talking about the voices we heard?”

“Hardly the same ones, but possibly something similar,” Dawlish answered—then when Bronson brought forward six plates on which lay splendidly cooked fish, it seemed the moment to ask a question.

“Tell me, Captain, what kind of noises?” Dawlish’s manner was entirely easy.

“Nasty ones! They hurt! Honkings, grindings, whistles— Like being in the middle of traffic! Drives me crazy to hear it. That’s why I’m here, so I don’t hear it.”

“And the voices?” Dawlish questioned.

“All kinds. Men’s voices—and women’s.” Bronson’s look became far away for a moment. “I used to listen. I used to think I might hear my wife, or my daughter. I even thought I was dead and listening to the living. Now I know differently. Those voices are in me, and I’m probably crazy.”

“Those voices actually exist,” Dawlish said deliberately. “We have heard them too—all of us, but they’ll be different from the ones you heard. Do you know what you really heard?”

“I’ve told you! Voices!”

“The voices of people in London,” Dawlish explained. “And the ‘nasty noises’ as you call them probably belong to traffic. At a rough guess I’d say that around here we are approximately in the centre of London, superimposed upon it.”

“Superimposed?” Bronson was mentally wrestling, his brows knitted. “How d’you mean?”
“A matter of dimensions, Captain. Let’s eat while I tell you.”

“Right!”

Bronson swung away to the galley with its oil cooker and returned with two freshly baked loaves and a percolator full of coffee. Yet another journey he made to bring cups, saucers, and condiments, then he had everything set out on the big central table.

“Plenty of supplies,” he said, seeing the surprised looks. “Most of it in air-tight bins. Flour, coffee, cocoa, beans, tea, everything. I can bake my own bread, can’t I? Start eating if you don’t want to slight me. Now what’s this about dimensions?”

Over the meal, quite the nicest the party had had in this strange plane, Dawlish made the facts clear. Or at least as nearly as he could with Bronson’s intense stare pinning him.

“You’re a madman, sir!” Bronson declared finally, slamming his fist on the table. “How could a ship or a car move into somewhere else without there being a reason? What do you take me for?”

“It’s the only logical explanation,” Harley Brand snapped. “If you’d any blasted sense you’d realize it!”

Bronson sprang to his feet, his eyes blazing. “Insult me at my own table, eh?” he shouted. “First a pack of lies about voices and noises, and now you slang me because I don’t believe you— You’re all up to no good! You’re like the fish that are always popping up and looking at me. They’d laugh in my face too, if they could. Why? Because I’m trapped here! Trapped and damned!”

“We’re all in the same predicament,” Dawlish said.

“Get out!” Bronson ordered. “All of you! And quick!”

Nobody moved, realizing how absurd the situation was. No man would order away his guests just because of a comment of which he did not approve. Captain Bronson was plainly very abnormal in his outlook.

“All right,” he snapped, as the party remained at the
meal. He swung away to the wall and before anybody had
graped his intention he had taken down a ready-oiled and
loaded rifle. Carefully he put it to his shoulder.

"Just a moment," Dawlish said quietly, rising. "Aren't
you being just a little foolish, Captain? We can show you
the way to get back to your wife and daughter. That's what
you want, isn't it?"

Bronson hesitated, a sympathetic chord struck; then his
face hardened again. "You're probably lying about that,
same as everything else. Why should I trust you? Why
should I trust anything when a filthy twist of fate threw me
into this hell-hole for twenty years? I can only speak at all
because I've talked to myself so long. You hear? To keep
me alive!"

"Why?" Dawlish asked. "There can only be one reason
why you have kept yourself alive—and that's because you
believe you will one day find your wife and daughter again.
Right?"

Bronson put away his rifle, his mood reversed.

"Right! Yes, I know—you think you can help me find
them. All right, I'd be a fool to prevent you. Forget what
I did just now: I'm out of touch with my fellowmen—and
things."

He sat down again at the table and for a moment held his
head in his hands. Then he suddenly grasped the percolator.
"Coffee?" he asked, and started to pour it.

Dawlish, who felt he was beginning to get the hang of
the man's peculiar temperament, ventured another question.
"Would it be too personal to ask your age, Captain?"

"Blast it, no. I'm seventy, I suppose."


"I said seventy!" Bronson shouted. "I was fifty when I
was wrecked, so I must be seventy now. I haven't forgotten
how to add up!"

Dawlish mused for a moment, then said: "Captain, you
expect when you find your daughter to discover she is twenty-
two, don’t you? And your wife twenty years older than when you last saw her?"

"If they’re not dead," Bronson sighed.

"You will probably discover," Dawlish finished, "that your wife is hardly a day older and that your daughter is still two years of age."

Not only Bronson, but Nick, Betty Lucy and Harley all looked astonished at this pronouncement.

"That’s absurd!" Betty protested.

"No." Dawlish shook his head. "I’ve been convinced of something ever since we came into this plane, and that is that we are timeless. If not that, then our rate of metabolism is exceptionally slow compared to that of the normal world. I base my theory on the fact that the voices we have heard all exist at the period when we stepped out of the normal world—just before midnight on the thirtieth of June. Then there was that announcer saying that midnight had yet to come."

"But we keep living day by day and night by night," Harley objected. "That’s time, isn’t it? We use up energy and need food to restore it. All that must happen in a period of time."

"Time, of all scientific definitions, is the vaguest," Dawlish replied. "It is purely a method of measurement to prevent chaos. But it is more than probable that in a fourth dimension, such as we are in now, Time undergoes a vast alteration and bears no relation to the Time we know. We are existing in a kind of suspended space wherein we grow no older though we seem to live and move normally. Outside this plane Time is more or less a continuous Now, that Now being the instant when we left it."

"Then everything that happens here, even if twenty or thirty years ago, isn’t really happening at all?" Betty asked, her eyes wide.

"It’s happening all right, Betty, but in relation to the Time of the normal world it occupies perhaps only a split second. The two states are utterly different from each other."
Nick reflected. "I was never much good at science, but I do seem to remember reading somewhere that, granted another dimension, we could probably accomplish the work of a lifetime whilst a clock struck one note. I thought it crazy, but maybe it wasn't."

"Time," Dawlish said, "is only the movement of a body through space. You cannot move anywhere in space without Time. Therefore if the nature of space is changed, as it is in the fourth dimension, the time-factor related to it is changed also."

"You know your science, mister," Bronson said, as though he were talking to his first mate. "I'm sorry I ridiculed you earlier on."

"Is there any reason," Nick asked, "why we can't try and break through into London since we're in its vicinity? Why go back to the other spot?"

"Because we know that Bernice managed to return home at that spot. It might never happen in this particular position."

"We'll get on our way as soon as it's light," Bronson decided. "Meantime we'll finish our meal and then bunk down for what's left of the night. Plenty of furniture in here with which you can manage."

So once the meal was over everybody, including Bronson, found a comfortable spot, Betty and Lucy taking over Bronson’s own big double bed, and some sleep was obtained before the shadowless daylight appeared in the portholes. Then came the luxury of a razor for the men, and for the women the joy of a completely equipped bathroom.

Once breakfast was finished the party moved up to the listing deck. The air was still and warm and in the daylight it was surprising to discover how far the island of lost ships extended. But for Bronson it would have been next to impossible to find the way back to the Mary Newton.

He seemed to be in a much more rational mood as he led the way with agile leaps from vessel to vessel. Presumably, on the previous night, he had been so thrown off balance
by meeting human beings he had not been able to stay coherent.

"Well, here it is," he said finally, as the Mary Newton was regained. "Steam driven, blast it! I could have managed with sails. Now I'm not so sure."

"She's not jammed very tightly," Nick said, studying the position. "Just her nose held by this wreckage in front, but she's made a clear passage for herself to the rear. Do you think if we had enough ropes we could act as tugs and pull her out? Like they do with barges?"

"Barges!" Bronson echoed, blankly. "You call this a barge, sir? Fifty or a hundred of us couldn't pull it! Ridiculous!"

Dawlish smiled dryly and Nick looked discomfited. Then Betty said, "If nothing grows old in this region why shouldn't the boilers still work? And incidentally, if nothing grows old why are all these ships wrecks?"

"Because of the force with which they arrived, young woman," Bronson retorted. "Sweet oil of Judah, that should be plain enough. It's an idea about the boilers, though. Let's take a look at 'em."

He jumped across to the trapped vessel, the others scrambling behind him, and then they went down into the stokehold. There was an interval whilst Bronson lighted the hurricane lamp he had brought with him, then they peered around them in the ill-lit gloom.

"No use me looking," Dawlish said. "I don't know a thing about a stokehold, or ship's navigation."

"Landlubbers, the lot of you!" Bronson snorted. "I'll soon tell you." And he moved away to study the equipment. "Yes, not so bad," he said finally.

"You mean we might get steam up?" Harley asked.

"No harm in trying. Give me a hand."

There was no hesitation as far as Nick and Dawlish were concerned. They worked under Bronson's orders and prepared the furnaces. In half an hour they were in action and Harley and the two girls, out on deck, stood watching the clouds of filthy smoke pouring out of the funnel and drifting away across the wilderness of wrecks.
“It would have been an even quicker job if you’d lent a hand,” Betty reminded him.

Harley shrugged. “I’m not turning into a stoker for anybody! No reason why I should with Nick and Dawlish willing to do it.”

“The fact that all of us have to do our share doesn’t occur to you, I suppose?”

“I’ve done mine—and the longer we’re in this plane the more I see the uselessness of trying to get out of it. If we ever do escape it will be by accident, not design. In the meantime I refuse to work like a labourer.”

“Hey, you!”

At the roaring voice of Bronson, Harley turned languidly to see the mane and massive beard projecting from a nearby companion-way.

“Speaking to me?” Harley asked.

“Who in blazes else did you expect? There’s a rope trailing over the side. You and the women grab hold of it and as I put the screw into reverse pull on the rope. It’ll swing the ship slightly round and save us fouling that wreckage to port.”

Bronson vanished again and Harley tightened his lips. Betty gave a cynical smile.

“You have your orders, mister,” she said. “Let’s get busy, Lucy. Harley’s probably too important to soil his hands on a rope.”

For once Lucy followed Betty instead of her husband. She vaulted lightly over the side of the vessel after Betty had led the way. They found the rope easily enough, seized hold of it, and waited for something to happen. Then, looking rather shamefaced, Harley scrambled down and joined them.

“I was——” he started to say, but Bronson’s powerful voice from the half wrecked wheel-house atop the bridge drowned him out.

“Hold it, not play with it!” he yelled. “Quickly! We’re under way.”

Harley, surprisingly enough, did as he was told. Bronson
sounded the siren, for no particular reason, then there was a rattle and grinding as the propeller started to revolve. It gathered revolutions, churning up filthy water and striving to tear the tramp free of the imprisoning wreckage.

“Pull down there!” Bronson bawled. “Pull!"

Amidst a grinding of wreckage the ship began to move backwards. Straining until they were nearly bent double the trio braced their feet and had the satisfaction of seeing the vessel just miss the fouling wreckage which could have stopped its progress.

“Right!” Bronson yelled. “Come aboard, you three.”

Realizing they might be left behind the trio moved faster than they had ever done in their lives before, scrambling to the deck as the vessel began to glide away towards more open water. Breathless, they stood looking about them.

In a matter of minutes the vessel had drawn clear of the wreckage entirely and, still travelling in reverse, was edging out to the open sea. Once he reached it Bronson turned the vessel about and she began to glide forward into the mill pond.

“Well, we’re on our way,” Bronson shouted from the bridge. “Or we will be when we know where we’re going. Where is this land supposed to be?”

“That way,” Harley answered, pointing into the misty distance. “You can’t see it now, but that’s the direction.”

“How do you know?”

“I remember the curve we took when heading into this wreckage.”

“Right!” Bronson turned back to the wheel; then he bawled orders below—to Nick in the engine-room and Dawlish in the stokehold. The vessel began to increase speed, leaving a creaming wash in which unique fish bobbed and leapt, much to the fury of Bronson.

“Blasted fish!” he raved. “Always coming out and looking at me! Makes me feel like a curio.”

“Curio is right,” Lucy murmured, leaning against the deck side and watching the water surge by. “At least our eccen-
tric friend seems to understand seamanship — And I hope you got the direction right, Harley.”

He looked surprised. It was the first time his wife had ever questioned his judgment.

“Dead right!” he retorted. “You’ll see.”

He was evidently correct for after perhaps half an hour of cruising a distant purple smudge showed up on the horizon. Bronson kept steering steadily towards it and, by degrees, the outlines of the bay came into view, and then the cliffs and the beach where the bungalow floor had been laid. But there was no sign of it now. The beach was completely empty.

CHAPTER FIVE

“I’ll have to beach her,” Bronson called down, after studying the situation. “Nothing else for it.”

He sent a warning down to Nick and Dawlish whilst the trio on deck waited intently for the moment when the tramp would strike the sand. It came at length, the vessel heeling over and flinging Harley, Lucy, and Betty across the deck. They began to pick themselves up as Bronson came down from the bridge. In a moment or two Nick and Dawlish also appeared.

“Good!” Dawlish exclaimed, his eyes gleaming. “Right back where we started. Many thanks, Captain.”

Bronson looked around him in some bewilderment. “Sweet oil of Judah, d’you mean to tell me you prefer this desolate bay and beach to my headquarters? Is this all we have after the trip?”

“Soon build a new bungalow,” Dawlish told him. “Tools are aboard this ship. The most important thing of all is to see if the signposts we put in different places have survived. Come along, everybody.”

He led the way down the rope ladder which Bronson tossed over the side. Very soon each member of the party was heading back to the approximate spot where the bungalow
foundations had been laid. But as they had expected, and seen, not a trace remained—except for four sunken holes where the side posts had stood.

“So much for that,” Dawlish sighed. “We’d better see if the signposts are still in place.”

They were not. Evidently the force of the wind in the recent storm had completely removed them.

“No sign of the footprints Bernice left behind either,” Dawlish commented, studying the ground. “Rain and wind have obliterated them.”

“All we can do is approximate the spot,” Nick said, and began to study the situation, Captain Bronson standing close by and muttering under his breath.

Dawlish began to move back and forth, trying to locate that spot where he had heard the voices of Mythorn Towers, but either he was a long way out in his calculations, or else the overlap of planes had changed, for he could detect no trace of sound from the normal world.

“Begins to look as though we’ve lost contact,” he said, as the group collected together again. “The approximate spot where Bernice vanished is here”—he tossed down a stone to mark it—“and I only hope it’s correct. Unfortunately, approximate isn’t good enough in a case like this.”

Betty looked about her and sighed. “It’s mighty hard to think that around here is the open country, and a lane with a new signpost, with a church opposite it.” Then as she saw Captain Bronson looking at her fixedly she added in haste, “In the normal world, I mean. We’re just a fraction away from it, yet that fraction makes it as distant as the North Star.”

“And as unreachable,” Nick added. “Well, moping around here isn’t going to do us any good. We’d better get back to the woodland and start rebuilding that bungalow. Do you wish to stay with us, Captain, or sail back to your island home?”

“Dammit, I’ve got to stay!” he roared. “How do I get that tramp back without help, and if you come with me how can you stay here?”
Crazily though it was put the observation had logic, so without further comment the party returned to the beach where the Mary Newton was standing and, for a while, they were busy transferring from it all the foodstuffs and other essentials. By the time the job was done it was dinner-time —canned meat, canned potatoes, and coffee.

"Since one doesn’t grow old here," Betty said, as the meal progressed, "it would explain perhaps why my heart seems to be all right. I mean, since I was only given six months to live I’ll never die because I’ll never become six months older!"

"But we must be getting older!" Harley insisted. "The very fact that we keep on using up energy and replacing it with food and sleep is surely proof of that?"

"We’re getting older, yes," Dawlish agreed, "but not in relation to the outer world. And as far as this plane is concerned we are getting older so very slowly it is hardly noticeable — It’s so utterly complex to explain, involved in the mathematics of time and space. Let’s just accept it."

"No choice," Nick said. "And I wonder how Berny’s faring?"

Lucy smiled somewhat wistfully. "By now she’ll be back in Mayfair, I suppose. Warm baths, perfume, soft bed to lie in, servant to wait on her, everybody listening to her amazing story and none of them believing it. I don’t know whether I envy her or not."

"Not!" Betty decided. "I still stick to my view that I like this primitive life better than the other one. We’ve no worries, no money, no responsibilities. The only thing that might spoil it, far as I am concerned, would be absence of men—but I haven’t that to worry over. Have I, Daw?"

Dawlish only smiled and after studying him reflectively Lucy said, "I think we’re all improved. Even you, Harley."

"Thanks!"

"I mean it. You’ve grumbled a lot, of course, but on the other hand you haven’t broken into violent tempers or threatened to break my neck."

Harley looked uncomfortable under the eyes of the others.
“He often used to threaten that,” Lucy explained. “I’m glad we came here. He’s been so compelled to stay beside me he is beginning to recover something of the attentiveness he had to begin with. He lost it when he started making money.”

“Money’s no good to anybody!” Captain Bronson declared. “Threw mine away long ago — Causes no end of trouble. In fact it’s a ——” He stopped, staring fixedly at something to the rear that the others finally turned and looked too.

“Bernice!” Nick gasped, dumbfounded.

It was Bernice, only a few feet away—but she was not the neat girl in the sarong who had walked away in a temper. Her sarong was ripped in several places, her hair was tangled, and there were deep scratches on her bare arms and legs. That she was on the point of exhaustion was obvious for even as she came forward her knees buckled beneath her and she fell senseless in the sand.

Immediately Nick and the other men were at her side. They lifted her gently and bore her over to the region where the meal was laid. They lowered her to the tarpaulin they were using as a ground-sheet and borrowed Betty’s dust coat as a pillow.

“What do you make of it, Dawlish?” Nick asked, puzzled, glancing up from bathing the girl’s forehead with sea water. “She’s all in, and from the look of things she’s been in the devil of a mess. Thinner, too. Hasn’t had a meal for lord knows how long, I imagine.”

Dawlish did not attempt to answer at that moment. Instead he concentrated on the task of restoring Bernice to consciousness.

“Here, give her this,” Bronson said brusquely, handing over a flask of ship’s rum from his pocket. “That’ll do it.”

Finally he did the job himself and as the fiery spirit trickled into her mouth Bernice began to revive, coughing and spluttering at the same time.

“Th-thanks,” she gulped at last, her senses fully returned. “I-I passed out, didn’t I?”
“Afraid you did,” Nick agreed. “So did we, pretty nearly, when we saw you back again. Where have you been?”

Bernice held her head in her hands for a moment. She gave a little shudder as though the recollection of the things that had happened to her was nearly too much to bear.

“Let me have something to eat,” she said at last. “And a drink of coffee. I’ve not had anything since I was last with you.”

The food and coffee were promptly forthcoming and the party gathered round the still shaken girl as she ate and drank ravenously. When she had finished her strength seemed to have returned considerably and more colour had come into her cheeks.

“Where did you think I’d gone?” she asked. “From your conversation when I came upon you I gathered you thought I’d found my way back home?”

“Everything pointed to it,” Dawlish responded, puzzled. “You had disappeared, and your footprints had vanished abruptly. There was no possible spot to which you could have jumped, so we naturally assumed——”

“I was carried away,” Bernice interrupted.

“Carried?” Harley repeated. “But the footprints just vanished——”

“A bird!” Bernice cut in, close to hysteria. “The biggest bird I ever saw! It came swooping down just as I was walking along. I couldn’t do a thing. Its jaws clamped on the single shoulder strap of this sarong and lifted me right into the air. Thank heaven it didn’t bite any lower or it would have cut my shoulder to the bone.”

“Birds? Here?” Dawlish looked mystified.

“Certainly,” Captain Bronson told him. “I’ve seen ’em—but I wouldn’t call ’em birds. Sort of round things with big bellies which move at a terrific speed.”

“That’s right,” Bernice agreed eagerly; then her expression changed. “Oh, I—er— Excuse me! I don’t seem to know you.”

“Captain Bronson—Miss Forbes,” Dawlish introduced, and
to the girl he added a brief explanation; then he came back to the point at issue. “A bird, eh? Can you describe it?”

“From a height it looked round, nearly like a disc, but when it came lower it opened its wings and beak. I’d call it a sort of flying tortoise, of tremendous size. When it is in the air it draws its head and wings into its outer casing and just hurtles through space. Don’t ask me how. I was carried along at dizzying speed for what seemed hundreds of miles, and I was at least three hundred feet from the ground. The thing’s head wasn’t fully retracted because of holding me, but its wings were.”

“And what happened finally?” Dawlish asked.

“It settled in a colony amongst thousands of others of the horrible things. A whole plateau of them there seemed to be. That was not all, either.” The look of horror came back into Bernice’s eyes. “There were dozens of skeletons, human ones! I don’t know what ghastly sort of carnage had gone on there at some time in the past, but the remains were certainly in evidence. The only answer can be that the birds are carnivorous. There was I, in the midst of them, lying on the ground and feeling sure I was going to be eaten up or something.”

“Obviously you weren’t,” Lucy said, looking most unconvinced. “So what happened?”

“A storm saved me. I’m sure those vile things were going to tear me to pieces, but just then a terrific wind got up. Thunder, lightning, and it rained in a deluge. Every one of those birds took to the air and left me alone. I gathered they were afraid of the elements, and I know I was. But my fear of them returning was much greater so I got on the move and ran, and ran—and ran. I was in the storm all the time it raged. Sometimes I had to crawl on my hands and knees to avoid being blown over by the wind, and I’m sure it was only a miracle that saved me being struck by lightning. I seemed to go over endless miles of fields. I just kept going.”

“Then?” Dawlish prompted,
"More by luck than anything else, after I'd been wandering for ages, I caught a glimpse of the distant woodland and knew that was where I had to head for to find you. I did just that—and came back."

"Which would seem to prove," Nick said finally, "that this place isn't so untenanted by life as we thought."

"No reason why it shouldn't have life," Dawlish answered. "We know there are fish, so birds are not uncommon in such a set-up. I doubt human life, though, of our type. After all, if a perfect stranger landed on a South Sea island in the normal world he might be prepared to swear that there was no life anywhere. Regarding these flying tortoises, how many times have you seen them, Captain?"

"Dozens of times! Once the infernal things made an attack on my ship but I drove 'em off. I blasted one of 'em to bits with gunfire, and they never came again. They're dangerous."

"Where do you suppose they got the humans whose bones Bernice saw?" Betty asked, horrified.

"From our own normal world perhaps," Dawlish replied slowly. "Don't you begin to see a significance about these birds?"

"The only thing I can see," Lucy replied, "is that our hopes of walking back home, as we thought Berny had done, have been blown sky high. We're further off than ever."

"The point I am making," Dawlish said patiently, "is that the flying tortoises with their retracted head and wings—which perhaps fly by some kind of natural jet propulsion through their bodies—might very closely resemble the vaunted 'flying saucers' seen in various parts of our own plane."

"Why, of course!" Bernice ejaculated. "At a great height that's just what they'd look like."

"By the Great Reef, what's a flying saucer?" Bronson demanded. "Believe me, there have been times when I've thought myself going over the border of sanity, but I've always been level-headed compared to you people! You
talk in riddles and for the most part don’t seem to have the vaguest idea what you’re doing.”

“We haven’t,” Nick sighed. “That’s just the trouble.”

“Flying saucers are mysterious flying objects seen from time to time in our own plane,” Dawlish explained. “They’ve been variously described as visitors from another planet to a figment of indigestion. Nobody really knows—but it begins to look as if we might! Since a three-dimensioned person has no difficulty in moving in one or two dimensions, then a four-dimensioned creature would have no difficulty in moving in three. It could quite easily cross into our plane at any time it wished—and probably does if flying saucers are what they now seem to be.”

“Then you think,” Nick asked slowly, “that maybe people who have vanished from our plane have been snatched away by these flying tortoise saucers, or whatever they are?”

“Possible, isn’t it? Not in every case, of course, such as disappearances by people in busy streets and surrounded in some cases by witnesses. Those have been genuine sidesteps into the fourth dimension—just as in the case of ships, airplanes, and so forth. But I’d certainly like to wager that many disappearances of humans can be traced to these things.”

“Only one thing against that theory,” Harley said, musing. “Flying saucers have only been heard of in the past few years. What about disappearances prior to that?”

“Flying saucers,” Dawlish replied, “have been heard of for many, many years, Mr. Brand. Records go back into the last century. It is only recently that flying saucers have become really noticeable, which I attribute to them being in greater numbers than ever before.”

“And if they come here?” Lucy questioned. “Can we fight them? How about it, Berny?”

“It’d be safer to run for it,” she answered. “To the ship there, for instance. They’re too big to fight without guns. Of course, since they have never flown down here except for the odd one which attacked me—we’ll probably not be molested. But I think we ought to be prepared.”
"I wonder," Dawlish said, after a moment, "if perhaps these birds might not be useful to us. If they can fly into our own plane and bring back human beings—which seems a reasonable theory—then why can't they take human beings back there?"

"Sounds too risky!" Nick shook his head.

"Of course it's risky," Dawlish agreed. "But surely we are all agreed that any risk is better than stopping here?"

"Sweet oil of Judah, you don't expect to ride one of those blasted birds piggy-back, do you?"

"If necessary, Captain. I'm willing to ride Pegasus any time!"

"And suppose," Bernice asked, "that in flying from one plane to the other we get torn to bits, or something?"

"Why should we? We came here without hurt." Then before anybody could comment further Dawlish added, "The problem is how to get one of these birds without getting mixed up with a whole flock of them—"

"Simple, simple," Bronson broke in quickly. "Use fish. It's the only food, apart from a little greenstuff, that the infernal birds have to eat in this plane. It was only when I left some fish on the deck one morning, intending to do some gutting later, then I was attacked by the birds. They can scent fish miles away."

"That's it!" Dawlish snapped his fingers. "We'll get some fish immediately—"

"If it will bring one bird it will bring flocks of them," Harley pointed out. "Better be prepared for that, but as far as I can see we've no weapons."

"I've one rifle and large supplies of ammunition," Bronson said, "so maybe I'd better go and get it— No, can't do that," he broke off. "I'd need all of you, once again. Maybe this will help instead?"

He felt under the rear of his thick reefer jacket and produced a heavy revolver.

"Fully loaded," he explained. "I carry it around in case of emergency,"
"That should help," Dawlish agreed, and stepped over to examine it. Nick made it his opportunity to settle down at Bernice's side.

"Glad you're back, Berny," he murmured. "I missed you."
"Sure?" She gave him a suspicious glance.

"Honest! You went off in a huff because I raised objections about our getting married—then when I found you'd vanished, and probably back to our own plane, I could have kicked myself."

Bernice smiled faintly. "I don't think we'll ever get back, Nick—honest! So surely, if we are to finish our lives here, we can do it as we intended to do it and become husband and wife?"

"Yes, I think we should," Nick agreed finally. "And we have a legally qualified person now who can perform the ceremony." Nick nodded towards Bronson who had now gone to the water's edge and was apparently looking for fish.

"Queer old duck," Bernice murmured, studying him. "I get the idea he's a bit— Well, you know!"

"Wouldn't you be after twenty years alone in this plane?" Nick held down a hand as he got to his feet and assisted Bernice to rise.

"You mean we get married now?" she asked.

"No reason why not. Hey, Captain Bronson!" Nick called. Bronson turned and came over, watched by Dawlish, Harley, his wife, and Betty.

"Can you marry us?" Nick asked, nodding towards Bernice.

"I can, but why the devil should I?"

"Well—er—to legalise the life which Miss Forbes and I wish to live together. Dawlish could do it as the leader of the party only it wouldn't be strictly ethical. You, as a sea captain, have the authority."

"Maybe I have, but I'm not using it. Great mizzen masts, think what you're doing! Isn't it terrible enough that you are stuck in this ghastly land like the rest of us without plotting to probably bring others into it? And I'm talking
about children!” Bronson yelled, his beard projecting. “What kind of a life would it be for them?”

“Well, we——”

“No!” Bronson snapped. “And don’t bother me!”

He turned his back deliberately and looked out to sea.

Nick scratched the back of his neck and then gave Dawlish an anxious glance. Dawlish was as unperturbed as ever—lean, dark brown with unseen ultra-violet radiation, a faint smile on his lips.

“Have to let you do it, Dawlish,” Nick said.

“Sorry, sir. I don’t feel justified whilst there is a legally qualified person, namely Captain Bronson.”

“Dammit, man, you heard what he just said!”

“Yes, sir—and quite candidly I agree with him.”

Nick stared blankly for a moment, and for that matter so did the rest of the party. Betty, indeed, was looking more astonished than anybody.

“Agree with him?” she repeated. “What on earth do you mean?”

Dawlish looked about him. Bronson had also come up to listen.

“Perhaps,” Dawlish said, “I should make the situation clear as far as I am concerned. You must be aware by now that Miss Danvers—that is Betty and I—are——”

“You don’t usually stumble around like this, Dawlish,” Harley commented bluntly. “What’s the matter with you?”

“Oh, give him a chance!” Lucy objected. “It’s an awkward subject.”

“Not awkward—delicate,” Dawlish corrected. “Betty and I are very much in love with each other—yet I have side-stepped Betty’s request that we should marry, and I think that she—and all of you—should know why.”

“Not if it’s private,” Nick said hastily.

“I think,” Dawlish continued, “that we’re all too infernally selfish, and I include myself. We see only our own earthly desires and give no heed to the consequences. Captain Bronson hit the nail dead on the head when he said what
he did about children. What would it be like for them?"

There was a silence and exchange of glances.

"As natural men and women we know that we desire, but wouldn't it be kinder to possible progeny if we went no further? This plane we are in is the worst form of solitary confinement ever devised. It gives us health, yes, because the air is pure; but it also does something equally peculiar. It gives us an almost endless life. Endless life to endure in a world where nothing ever happens! Nature in her most ironical mood never devised anything more brilliant. And there is something else."

"Could there be?" Nick asked irritably.

"Any progeny might remain eternal infants," Dawlish finished. "Born, yes, but never evolving, or if they did so at all it would be at such a slow pace that it would be imperceptible. I don't have to tell you again that Time here virtually stands still compared to our normal conception of it."

"Well, since that's how it is," Nick said, "I suppose you and I, Berny, will remain very good friends—or else disgrace this august company at some time by being unable to believe in Dawlish's ethics! Come down from your pedestal, Dawlish," he implored. "We're stuck here and each of us has the right to say what he or she is going to do."

"Right!" Bernice agreed flatly.

"Makes no difference to me," Harley commented, with a dry grin. "Lucy and I were married long ago."

"Of which I hardly need reminding," Lucy murmured. "It took a place like this, though, to make us come together. I'm even starting to see points in you, Harley, which I rather like. I never had the time in the ordinary way. You're bad tempered, edgy, and blunder in where most folks would hesitate, but I think you have a sterling ring somewhere."

"Can't have," he shrugged. "I've been singled out as the most selfish man in the party. Oh well, if others wish to behave like penitents it's no business of mine. I'm going for a walk."

'And I'll come with you," Lucy decided. "I'd like to know you even better, Mr. Brand,"
They turned and went up the beach together, leaving Nick and Bernice, and Dawlish and Betty staring after them almost in envy.

"Know something?" Nick asked. "I do believe those two are going to finish up as the only happy pair in the party, and they started out by being the most miserable." He stood thinking for a moment, his face becoming grimmer. "Was there ever such a set-up?" he demanded at last. "The everlasting silence, a sun you can't see, a girl you can't have, things you mustn't do, and age you can't attain —. An eternal life like this will be purgatory!"

He swung away, too morose to say anything more. Bernice followed him, catching up after a few moments. She caught at his arm.

"Nick, take it easy. For my sake."

"Easy! Great heavens!"

"This isn't like you, Nick. Usually you laugh your way through. 'Playboy' Clayton —"

"Playboy be hanged!" he nearly snarled. "I've grinned up to now because it seemed to be the only thing I could do, and I even did think the whole thing funny at times. But not any more. I realize now just what it means to be stuck here forever. Doomed and damned!"

Bernice gripped him again as he turned to move on.

"Last time, Nick, I was the one who flew off the handle when the matter of our getting married came up. Now it's you — Maybe Dawlish and the Captain are right. As time goes by we—"

"You should have married me whilst Dawlish was in the mood last time!" Nick snapped. "The Captain's put him off his stroke and he's turned into a reformer!"

Bernice lowered her hand and a glint came in her eyes.

"I would remind you, Nick, that it was you who wouldn't agree to marry me! You raked up some kind of story about explaining ourselves if we got home——"

"Oh, let me alone! I've had enough!"

Nick swung away, hands plunged in the pockets of his
torn and dirty evening trousers. Bernice did not follow him. Instead she looked at the expanse of ocean, then at the scratches and bloodstains on her limbs. She did not move immediately.

For a time she gazed after Nick’s receding figure; then she glanced towards the other members of the party some distance away. Bronson and Dawlish were at the water’s edge, catching fish. Betty was standing watching them, looking like a child on holiday with her hands locked behind her and her head on one side.

Bernice sighed and once more surveyed the mirror-like ocean, then up towards a sun she could not see but whose rays were beating into her skin. She started walking into the sea.

CHAPTER SIX

It was an hour later when Nick returned, still in a bad temper. He settled down amidst the other members of the party and for a while did not speak—then something seemed to occur to him.

"Say, Dawlish, where’s Berny?" he asked.

"I don’t know, sir. I thought she was with you."

"Not a bit of it. We squabbled and I went off on my own. All of which I blame on you, Dawlish, with your short-sighted ideas!"

"I spoke from the heart, sir, believe me."

"Great doldrums, what’s that?" Bronson demanded, pointing. "I’ve been watching it, and it certainly isn’t a fish."

The object he was indicating was being rocked back and forth by the receding tide and was half buried in the wet sand. It was partly yellow, partly brown, and it had the outlines of—

"Berny!" Nick shouted in horror, then he jumped up and raced away at top speed, reached the limp form in the yellow cut-down evening dress, and heaved at it desperately. Bernice’s body came away from the sand with a squelching
noise, but even as he hauled Nick knew the worst. Picking
the girl up he carried her to drier regions and laid her down.
Bronson, Dawlish, and Betty came speeding up.
“She’s—dead!” Betty gasped, her hand to her mouth.
“Yes.” Nick’s face was bitter as he glanced up. “Dead!
Drowned! Whether by accident or design we don’t know,
but it certainly wouldn’t have happened if one of you had
kept an eye on her.”
“The tragedy’s horrible enough, sir, without looking for
a scapegoat!” Dawlish retorted. “I didn’t even know Miss
Forbes had gone into the sea. Did you?” and he glanced
at Bronson and Betty as they shook their heads.
“Maybe I caused it . . .” Nick was still on his knees,
trying hard to keep tears out of his eyes. “Berny was the
sort of girl to throw everything overboard if she saw no
way out of a difficulty. Perhaps she couldn’t see one out
of this maze. I’d blown up in her face for some damned
trivial reason, and she knew we were not going to marry—
Maybe she thought it wasn’t worth going on living in this
solitude.”
“Maybe lots of things,” Betty said. “We’ll certainly never
know now. Only thing we can do is bury her.”
Nobody said anything. Even in death Bernice still looked
youthful and vigorous.
“She’s the first,” Bronson whispered, his eyes glinting.
“There’s got to be an end to all this somewhere. I’d have
done just what she’s done twenty years ago only I clung to
the thought that I’d get back home. Now I’ve been told by
an expert that I never shall. This girl was sensible. She
didn’t wait mooning around until the utter insanity of every-
thing turned her crazy, too— She finished it! Good girl!”
“Get a tarpaulin, Dawlish,” Nick said tonelessly, getting
to his feet.
“Tarpaulin, sir?”
“Yes, damn you! You don’t suppose we’re going to push
her down in the sand as she is, do you? Hurry up!”
Dawlish went back to where the ship’s tarpaulins were
lying, for use as ground sheets, and came back with one of them. Bronson stood watching the two men and Betty reverently rolling the body in the sheet.

The most harrowing job of all for the trio was to scoop out the grave in the sand—but it had to be done as long as civilized notions remained in their minds. Into the hollow they finally lowered the body, then Dawlish turned to Nick.

"Do you wish me to perform the burial service, sir, or Captain Bronson?"

"You! I don’t want that lunatic anywhere near me. But for him flavouring your mind with idiotic ideas Berny wouldn’t be where she is now. Instead we’d have been married. Get the Bible."

Dawlish went, his lips tight. He returned after a while, performed the brief rite over the grave, and then helped to fill it in. By the time a rough cross of ship’s timber had been erected Harley and Lucy came back into view. They were arm-in-arm and actually laughing with each other.

"Hello there!" Harley called, from the higher ground atop the beach. "I think you’re right about the air here, Dawlish. It does do something to you. For about the first time in our married life Lucy and I actually understand one another! We were— What’s this?"

Harley came to a stop and stared blankly at the grave, then to the three grim faces. Lucy frowned.

"Bernice," Nick explained, his voice flat and hard.

"Bernice?" Harley blinked. "But you can’t mean she’s—"

"I mean she’s dead!" Nick cut in savagely. "Isn’t that enough? What’s the use of saying what her reasons were? Maybe she committed suicide; maybe she was accidentally drowned whilst bathing. We’ll never know the truth. The first one of us to go. It’s an omen, I tell you! One by one we’ll all go!"

"Easy, sir," Dawlish muttered, gripping Nick’s arm. "It’s only natural for you to be overwrought, but——"

"Oh, shut up!" Nick blazed. "Can’t you see what this place is doing to us? We’re changing! Some of us are
becoming much happier; others are becoming more morose. Your nature and mine, Harley, have changed places."

"Eh?" Harley asked in surprise, looking fixedly at the grave.

"You're as light-hearted now as I was earlier on. I'm as bad tempered as you used to be. Change our names, and except for our appearance being different nobody would be any the wiser."

"Aren't things crazy enough without an idea like that?" Betty objected. "What about me? I haven't borrowed anybody else's temperament. I'm still Betty Danvers, and I still think we'll get out—one day!"

"Where's Captain Bronson?" Nick asked suddenly.

Dawlish glanced around. "No idea, sir. Strolled off on his own, I suppose—"

"Look here," Harley interrupted dogmatically, "I don't see why the subject Nick brought up should be dropped. Can individual natures change places? Has he become me, and have I become him?"

"Of course not, sir." Dawlish gave a serious smile. "Every living thing is an individual to itself, even in the fourth dimension. It is just coincidence that your nature has become more like Mr. Clayton's and his more like yours—as it used to be. Just the same there is a reason for it."

"There is?" Lucy's eyebrows rose.

"In our own plane," Dawlish continued, "human beings and animals—for that matter every living thing—are affected by climatic changes. At least they are called that: actually they are depressional and exhilarational waves produced entirely by the free movement of electrons in the atmosphere which, in turn, affect the electrons making up living beings. We therefore have sudden crazes sweeping whole populaces; sudden crime waves without reason; sudden waves of deep melancholia which often result in anything from financial disaster to actual war. Then come the uplifting waves and we have an era of prosperity, buoyant health, and so on. We believe such occurrences are in ourselves, but they are not.
Scientists have proved that we just cannot help ourselves getting buoyant or depressed now and again. It is the power of electrons at work on us."

"And that's what is at work here?" Harley asked.

"Yes; but the effect here is much more intense because we are not physically suited to this dimension, therefore we feel the electronic changes with greater keenness. That, I am sure, is why Miss Forbes so suddenly took her own life without any real reason—for I'm sure none of us believes her death was just an accident."

"It might explain Captain Bronson's eccentricities, too," Lucy reflected. "Half the time he's sane and a good seaman; for the rest he's like something out of Alice in Wonderland."

"Exactly," Dawlish conceded. "It also explains your gradual transition from a happy-go-lucky temperament to one of gloomy foreboding, Mr. Clayton. It also explains, Betty, your absolute conviction that you haven't got heart trouble any more. In actual fact you probably still have your complaint but your mind is so lightened of worry by electronic processes you refuse to believe it. Possibly, since the body always obeys the mind, you've unwittingly cured yourself. As for me——" Dawlish gave a shrug. "Well, I've felt changes, and analysed them. I've chosen a middle course and tried to keep dead level. As leader, I feel that I must."

"And since these electronic changes must go on all the time, how will we finish up?" Betty enquired.

"Dead!" snapped the voice of Captain Bronson from a few feet away. "That girl showed us, didn't she?"

The party turned to look at him. He had evidently approached in perfect silence in the sand; and now they came to notice it he had his big revolver in his hand.

"Yes, it's loaded," he said, interpreting the expressions. "But you don't think I'm going to waste bullets on you poor fools, do you? No. If I wasted any at all it would be on you, Mr. Dawlish, for leading me up the garden path with your talk of escape."
"I fully believed, at the time, that I was right——"

"Shut up! That girl showed me today that there's only one way out of this prison, and I'm taking it——"

"Wait a minute!" Nick cried in alarm, leaping up—but he was too late. Bronson deliberately turned the gun upon himself and fired. Then he crumpled slowly into the sand, the weapon falling from his hand.

There was a stunned silence for a moment. Coming so quickly on top of Bernice's fate this second tragedy was a decided jolt.

Without speaking Nick went for a tarpaulin and within an hour a second grave was lying beside Bernice's. Those who remained looked at each other.

"Do you suppose," Betty asked at length, "that each one of us is going to do this sort of thing, finally?"

"I don't think Lucy or I will, anyhow," Harley said.

"No?" Dawlish looked questioning—and Lucy too seemed a little surprised.

"I have a proposition, regarding my wife and myself," Harley continued. "As you know, since we got stranded here we've come to know each other much better and, well, we'd rather like to behave as most married people do and have our own home, our own privacy, and everything."

"Oh?" Dawlish still looked puzzled.

"It's pretty certain, isn't it, that we're here for the rest of our lives?"

Dawlish shrugged. "You're as wise as I am, sir. I still hold out hope that perhaps we——"

"I'm afraid we don't—Lucy and I." Harley put an arm about her shoulders. "We talked it over during our walk, and we both came to the conclusion that we're almost glad things worked out the way they did. In the normal run of life we were getting terribly at loggerheads with each other, and most of it was my fault. I was making money so fast I'd no time for anything else. Now I know what a mistake it would have been had I lost Lucy."

"So you have a proposition?" Nick asked, anxious to get to the point.
Harley nodded and gave a faint smile. "Now Cap Bronson has finished things for himself I can't see any reason why Lucy and I can't take over his home."

"Are you serious?" Betty asked, astonished. "You saw what the solitude did to Bronson. In time it would do the same to you."

"He was by himself," Harley pointed out. "In this case Luce and I will have each other. After all, since we have to stay here we might as well do it in comfort in a home already made."

"We had intended asking Captain Bronson if there was another ship we could turn into a home," Lucy put in. "As things have worked out we didn't get the chance. We can easily take over his place and work out a new pattern for life."

"No worries, no money, no responsibilities." Harley's face broke into a smile. "Be a Paradise!"

"The decision is entirely for you to make, of course," Dawlish said, "but you have realized, I suppose, that once you get to the island of lost ships you'll stop there?"

"You'll come and visit us now and again, surely?" Lucy asked. "Not that we'll want to leave, but we'll certainly wish to know how you are getting on."

"We'll be all right," Dawlish replied. "We'll build another bungalow, or even take over this old tramp steamer as a home. For myself I want to remain around here and explore the possibilities of escape. How about you, Mr. Clayton?"

"I certainly prefer it to being on that lost ship island. And anyhow, two's company," he added.

"I go where Daw goes," Betty announced. "Always!"

"We'll go in the one remaining boat," Harley announced. "Perhaps you'll give a hand to get it released from the davits?"

So the job was done, and in the late evening, amidst the grey light of the cloudless, sunless sky Harley and Lucy took their departure in the solitary open boat. Quite unafraid,
they kept on waving, in between plying the oars, until at last the deep mists of evening had enveloped them.

"That seems to be that," Nick said at length, drawing a deep breath. "Good luck to 'em. They'll certainly need—"

He paused, frowning at a curious drumming note distinctly noticeable in the twilight. With the seconds it changed to a dull droning; then suddenly there appeared out of the upper air three enormous shapes, hurtling straight for the beach.

"Birds!" Dawlish cried, whipping out the revolver he had taken from Bronson. "They've come after that fish we've laid out, just as Bronson said they would."

At the moment there were four of them, and it did not seem a particularly good idea to stand on the open beach and wait for something to happen. So, moving fast, Dawlish and Betty began to head towards the woodland, pausing in the gloom and looking back at Nick as he remained where he was.

"Come on, sir!" Dawlish yelled at him.

"Not me!" Nick called back. "I'd sooner take a madman's ride on a flying tortoise in the hope of getting back home, than stick around here and wait for something to happen."

"It's suicide!" Dawlish cried—then he whipped up his gun and fired at one of the enormous birds as it hurtled straight towards Nick. By a fraction it missed him as he ducked, and crashed down helplessly into the sand, there to flutter helplessly with its curious blunted wings. The remaining birds, startled by the report of the gun, screeched upwards like living jet-planes and vanished in the mists.

"This is it!" Nick cried, running forward and sitting astride the shell-like back of the bird. "Couldn't be a better chance for me to ride Pegasus. When he recovers he'll carry me with him—either to some other part of this infernal wilderness or straight back home. I'm taking the risk."

"Do you realize what you're doing?" Dawlish shouted.

"Certainly I do. He can't attack me if I'm on top of him: his neck isn't long enough. I'm determined, Dawlish. I just don't care any more what happens! Understand?"
Dawlish hesitated, Betty hanging onto his arm. Both of them were about fifty yards from where Nick was now clinging to his weird steed; then before Dawlish could decide what to do the bird recovered sufficiently from its bullet wound to get on the move. Its wings projected firmly from the sides of its underbelly as it took to the air.

Nick, utterly desperate, had been prepared for wild flight, but he had never expected the terrific speed at which the weird bird moved. As Dawlish had long ago theorized, the bird flew by natural jet propulsion, sucking air through its queer entrails and ejecting it again with a screech from natural organs at the rear. It flew with dizzying velocity high over the beach, and then began wheeling.

Nick felt sick and horrified. He realized now what an idiot he had been, but just at the moment he had taken the plunge he had been too tired of everything to care. Any chance, however outlandish, had seemed to offer more prospect than the much more remote one of a lucky accident. So he clung on, and the winged horror shot like a bullet through the gathering night. Nick felt the warm wind tearing past him and the wild dippings of the bird made his stomach feel as though it were turning inside out.

On and on the bird flew, leaving the beach infinitely far behind, climbing higher and higher into the crazy sky. Nick wondered if perhaps the monster were going to plunge between planes, and so back to the normal world—the one thing he hoped for.

But it did not happen. The bird had an intelligence he had never suspected. Knowing it could not dislodge its rider by ordinary methods, its only ambition seemed to be to free itself—and there was one sure way to do it. To go so high that eventually the air would be too cold and rarefied for Nick to hold on. This same air would be needed by the bird itself, of course, to propel its body but whether the human being would be able to retain a grip remained to be seen.

So it began to climb. Nick found the air growing cold,
He began to shiver. He looked with eyes which were commencing to ache for some signs of a change in the face of things, some sign that he had perhaps crossed from one space to the other.

No such sign came. Only the rodlike stars above, blurred by the fantastic twisting of this crazy plain. And down below a void, so far, so immeasurably deep, it might have been infinite space itself.

Nick began to yawn. He felt himself getting sleepy and he was breathing with difficulty. The bird had slowed down its ascent as the air thinned, but it was still going up. Up—ever up—And Nick stared dumbly into the emptiness. Then he felt his right hand slip on the shell back. His fingers had become numb. He tried to recover his grip, and failed—so he clung on with the remaining hand and that, too, slowly began to lose feeling.

"No!" Nick screamed helplessly, as he knew at last that the bird had deliberately risen to these heights for the sole purpose of destroying him. "No! No—!

His remaining hand gave way and immediately his knees no longer had a grip on the smooth shell. He keeled sideways and drooped into the gulf. In the few brief seconds of anguish as he fell headlong into the infinite abyss he experienced a reaction of sudden happiness. He was going to join Bernice, going to escape this madman's world, going—Down, everlastingly down. Faster — Extinction!

And, from the beach, Betty and Dawlish had watched the bird's climb. Some curious internal discharge from it, perhaps on the principle of a glowworm, had made it visible as it climbed into the sky. It had risen like a thin rocket, ever up, until it had been lost amidst the sloping, crazy stars.

"He should have listened," Dawlish muttered, his arm going about Betty's shoulders. "Oh, the fool! The fool! He'd never be able to stand those heights. What madness prompted him to attempt it? There never was a guarantee that the bird would fly into our own plane, anyway."
"The same madness which led Bernice and Bronson to commit suicide," Betty whispered. "The same madness which led Harley and Lucy to spend the rest of their lives on an island of lost ships... All mad, in different ways. Madness need not always take a horrible form. Sometimes it is even pleasurable, as in the case of Lucy and Harley. You and I, Daw: perhaps we're mad, too. Those electronic processes you spoke of."

"Perhaps. It is not in a form which we can plainly distinguish as crazy—yet I suppose we are otherwise we would not be on this lonely beach nursing a dim illusion that we might get home—some day."

"It's gone!" Betty exclaimed suddenly, pointing into the sky.

Dawlish looked. "And that can only mean one thing. Poor Mr. Clayton!"

There was silence. They could assume Nick's fate, but instinctively they knew they were right. Nick's gamble had failed and he had gone the same way as Bernice and Bronson.

"You realize," Betty said at last, "that you and I are alone in this fantastic place? That whatever is ahead of us we shall do together, until perhaps—"

"We'll make the ship our headquarters in case the birds come back," Dawlish said, stirring into activity again. "And the first thing we must do is get a meal: it seems ages since we had one. By doing that we mean no disrespect to Mr. Clayton. I'm sure he would have agreed that the living must carry on."

"I wonder if they must," Betty mused. "Or is it perhaps the most sensible way to—end it all?"

Dawlish lowered his arm from the girl's shoulders. Instead he took her arms and shook her gently.

"You are being influenced as they were," he said deliberately. "There's only one way to fight it. Ignore it! Defy it! I've felt the same many a time before but I quenched it. It's an ever-present evil in this plane: a tremendous mental depression caused by the unaccustomed
electronic waves. We have got to beat that influence, Betty, or go under for all time."

She made a sudden effort. "I'm all right now," she said. "It was just a thought, but now you've explained why it came to me I'll be on the watch. Let's get to the ship."

They moved along the dark beach towards the vessel, gained the deck, and then went down the companion-way to the captain's cabin. Dawlish lighted the oil lamps and then went out again to the storage-hold. By degrees he assembled a meal, adding to it a bottle of wine with cobwebs round its neck.

"Six of 'em stored away," he said, as Betty looked surprised. "Only thing I can find to drink."

"It isn't as though we've anything to celebrate," she said slowly.

"Depends on the point of view ..." Dawlish uncorked the bottle and poured the wine into two glasses; then he added, "Drink up—and when you've done that we'll have our meal."

"I still can't see what we have to celebrate."

"Well, at least we can touch glasses and hope for the best."

Betty settled down and the glasses clinked. She studied Dawlish's lean features as he drank the wine slowly.

"From the way you talk, Daw, it sounds as if you think there is something to celebrate," she said.

"It's more a personal than a general matter," he replied. "Up to now I have had to set myself up as an example to the others and refrain from doing any of the things which I banned for them. Now it doesn't matter. There's only you and me. I am assuming that you still feel the same towards me as you did before?"

Betty smiled slightly. "If you mean do I still love you, well of course I do! I am——"

"I was against marriage," Dawlish broke in, thinking. "I agreed with Bronson that it would not be right. But nature has a tremendous compulsion, Betty, which I do not believe
you or I are strong enough to resist. For my part I don’t intend to any more. For the sake of the civilized education we have had we must solemnize our marriage. We can do it on the Bible. It will not mean anything without witnesses, but at least our consciences will be clear. You agree?”

Betty did not answer. Instead she got up, hunted around the cabin for a moment, then returned to the table with the Bible. She laid it down with a significant movement, and waited.

“You and I, and Mr. and Mrs. Brand, are probably the only human beings in this plane,” Dawlish continued, a far-away look in his eyes. “Whether any children will come of the two unions we do not know, but if they do let us pray to heaven that they will grow, and live, and not remain eternal infants.”

Betty filled the wine glasses up again. As she sipped she put a thought into words.

“Something’s bothering you, Daw. What is it? Believe me, I’m entirely with you in everything you say and do.”

“Nothing much,” he shrugged. “Just that, if we ever do get home again, we must legalise everything. Now, let’s have our meal.”

Betty settled down and began to eat—and she drank more wine. Dawlish drank too and despite the food, which had a steadying influence, they were neither of them particularly comfortable when at last they rose from the table. Had they not known the ship was beached and the tide fast receding they could have sworn it was on the move, so definitely did the cabin seem to sway.

“Damned powerful wine,” Dawlish muttered, picking his words and hanging onto Betty’s arm as she stumbled forward. “We ought to have remembered that. Been stored a long time, y’know.”

“Uh-huh,” Betty acknowledged, and reached the cabin door-way by degrees.

On the way up the companion-ladder she slipped once or twice and Dawlish had to haul her back to the level again;
then presently they came out into the open air, the night, and the rodlike stars. It should have cleared their buzzing heads a little, but it did not. They felt as if their knees were giving way and the deck was swirling horribly with every move they made.

“Soon be all right,” Dawlish said, with far more hope than conviction.

They gained the rope ladder hanging over the ship’s side and to descend it was a real work of art—even for Dawlish, who had a stronger control over his movements than Betty. She was quite unable to find the rungs and at last Dawlish had to carry her over his shoulder. Gaining the beach he put her on her feet again.

As usual there was the aching silence, except for the lap of the waves from the gentle, deserted ocean. Then, for a reason she could not explain Betty found herself weeping copiously.

“Oh, Betty, take it easy,” Dawlish murmured, hugging her to him. “I know the outlook gets tougher the more we contemplate it, but we’ll find a way to master ourselves somehow.”

“I’m frightened,” Betty panted. “More frightened tonight than I’ve ever been before. Maybe it’s the wine. I wouldn’t know. I feel so horribly shut away from all the things I’ve ever known. There’s nothing but this awful, silent world, which we’ll never understand. The empty ocean, the weird stars, the deadly birds, the— I can’t stand it much longer, Daw! Honestly I can’t!”

“Take it easy,” he insisted. “You’re riding those electronic waves again, or else it’s the reaction of that blasted wine. You’re getting into just the mood of profound melancholia which led Miss Forbes and Bronson to kill themselves. It must not happen to you, Betty! It just mustn’t!”

What she would have done had he released his grip upon her he did not know. He just didn’t give her the chance, though at times he could feel her making ineffectual efforts to tug away towards the tide line.
"We'll take a walk," he said decisively. "It will help to clear the muddle of that confounded wine out of our heads. You will feel better then. Remember what I told you, my dear; you must master these on slaughters which are being made upon your mind. They'll always be present, so a resistance must be built up against them."

"And what about us?" Betty asked, as they began walking in the loose sand. "What happens now? Do we keep to the original idea of marrying and witnessing our own union?"

"No other way now. Maybe we can capture those ghostly voices again, then we shan't feel quite so shut out."

They left the beach and strolled through the midst of the dry, crackling grass. Neither of them were walking with any ease. The wine was twirling their heads round so they had little consciousness of what they were really doing, and in their knees was a desperate weakness.

"Is there any point in anything any more?" Betty asked at last, her voice low. "Just where is the sense in prolonging things?"

"Why will you not fight?" Dawlish demanded angrily, stopping and shaking her. "You promised you would, yet with every statement you make you're sinking lower! Much more of this and every spark of vitality will have gone out of you! Get a grip on yourself, Betty! Remember that you said some time ago you rather liked being here. It has improved your heart, for one thing—"

"Oh, I felt different then. Now there is only you and I left—I—I sort of want to lie down and fade away. A world in which nothing ever happens. I'm sure I'll never be able to face it, Daw, not even with you at my side. Everything is so utterly—unnatural!"

"You'll face it, Betty, because I'll see that you do! Now come along. Fresh air's the only thing to straighten us out. And don't get the impression that I don't feel as depressed as you do. I do—but I'm straining every nerve and muscle to keep myself above it. We musn't go under, Betty. That way lies death."
Betty did not answer. Dawlish’s arm was about her shoulders again, gently but firmly moving her. So she kept on walking, closing her eyes presently to shut out the irritating, ridiculous visions of rodlike stars and pearl-grey heavens.

“We’re going a long way,” she said at length, opening her eyes and looking about her. “I’m getting tired, or else my legs are weak.”

Dawlish glanced back. “We’ve only come about half a mile as yet. I want to see if we can pick up those voices again. They may restore our flagging spirits . . .”

The grass continued to crackle under their feet. They had become so used to it they did not trouble to look down. Just as they had become accustomed to the rodlike stars, so they did not bother to glance up. Straight ahead: that was the only direction in which they gazed, and this only with difficulty with their vision so distorted by hangover from the wine.

But even a hangover could not account for hedges where none had been before, or the curious hardness which the ground had assumed. It still cracked, with a different note, and it cut sharply into bare feet.

Dawlish came to an abrupt stop, his ears measuring a long drawn-out note which quivered into silence on the warm air.

“Betty.” His voice was a husky whisper. “Betty, take a look!”

“Huh?” She opened her eyes sleepily and looked around her. At the dim hedges, the fields, and then the stars. They were misty with heat haze, but they were round points and not rodlike bars.

For several seconds there was a tremendous silence. Then from the far distance came the whistle of an express train.

“We’re back!” Dawlish yelled, as the truth burst upon him. “Betty, we’re back! The stars are normal. That was a train which whistled a moment ago. We’re walking on rough stone-surfaced roadway where formerly it was grass.”

Betty was cold sober now as she still looked around her. “I heard a sound,” she said quickly, remembering. “Just
like the queer gong we heard when we drove in here to begin with— I mean there. Wherever it is—" She was hopelessly confused, too delighted to speak, too frightened to say much in case it should prove a delusion.

"Look!" Dawlish gripped her arm and pointed. Dimly in the starlight they could see something white standing not far away. Regardless of cuts to their bare feet they raced along to it and it merged into a white signpost. It said—TO MYTHORN TOWERS.

"It’s it! It’s it!" Betty shouted, executing a war-dance. "And there’s the church behind it— But look at the time!"

The weather-stained gold fingers were just visible, pointing to two minutes past midnight. Dawlish looked about him, mystified, then he gazed at the dust in the lane which led to the distant major road—that road they should have reached and never had.

"See," he directed, pointing.

Though there was only the starlight it was reflected back brightly enough from the dust to reveal the tyre marks of a car—marks freshly made. They went a certain distance and then stopped dead. Beyond them the dust of the lane was undisturbed.

"Our car tracks?" Betty questioned at last, bewildered. "No doubt of it."

"But, Daw, they can’t be! Look at the time we have been away and the things we have done."

"I know; but look at the number of things you can do in a dream and it only lasts a split second in actual fact. Some thinkers aver that dreams are excursions into the fourth dimension: if so, the time-factor is thereby verified."

"I just don’t understand."

"Perhaps we never shall. The fact remains that these freshly made tracks do belong to the car I was driving. I have good reason to recognize that particular tread. And that gong note we heard as we stepped back was the rear half of the last stroke of twelve from the church tower there. Remember how we heard it cut off as we crossed over?"
“Yes. Yes, of course I do.” Betty was still looking about her. “But it’s still impossible! It means we haven’t been away any time at all!”

“Maybe we haven’t! Remember the voices? They were speaking before midnight. We drove into nowhere at almost the last stroke of twelve, and came out again as the last stroke was still striking. In the interval—if any—we lived at ultra-fast speed contrary to normal time. And the funniest thing of the lot is that we got out when we were more or less tight! Which is probably why we did it. In not looking for a way out we found it.”

“Well,” Betty said, commencing to assimilate things at last, “the best thing we can do is go straight to Mythorn Towers and tell them everything.”

“No,” Dawlish broke in quietly. “It wouldn’t do, Betty. Not a soul would believe us. We might even get ourselves certified! Look at us! Nearly naked and brown as Polynesians. The folks at Mythorn Towers would think it was some kind of fancy dress charade. We don’t want to spend the rest of our lives in a booby-hatch, do we?”

“No,” Betty muttered. “Of course not. Which makes the situation decidedly difficult. There’s going to be an awful lot of questioning soon. What has happened to Nick and Berny, for one thing. Where are Lucy and Harley Brand? How do we even begin to answer?”

“We don’t. We might put ourselves right in line for a murder charge or something. Our only chance now is to disappear to somewhere quiet and start life all over again under different names. You without your father’s millions, and me without a job. It can be done—if you’re willing.”

“I’m willing—but how do we do it? We’ve no money, and no clothes that can be called decent. We wouldn’t get above a mile——”

“In my home there’s over four hundred pounds in cash,” Dawlish replied. “I have a small cottage about twenty miles from here. My mother was born and died there, and of course I stopped living there when I went into service with
Mr. Clayton. If we walk most of the night we can reach the cottage by dawn. There are some clothes there, too. Some of my mother’s which she left behind might fit you. Then we’ll get away as quietly as possible, maybe to the Continent, before any questions are asked.”

“Which means we’ll be fugitives for the rest of our lives! Have you thought of that?”

“Yes. Fugitives from an asylum. That is what we have to avoid at all costs. One cannot have an adventure like we did and expect to be believed, Betty. The human mind just wouldn’t take it in, any more than we could ourselves at the beginning. The penalty for our experience, if we wish to remain free, is that we have to forget everything we ever did, and everybody we ever knew. There will just be—ourselves.”

“And we’ll get married?”

Betty straightened up. “All right; that’s good enough for me. The only person likely to mourn me is my father—and he was getting pretty tired of my draining on his bank account, too. In any case he was under the impression I’d only six months to live, so if I disappear sooner it won’t be much of a shock. And you haven’t anybody who cares?”

“Only you.”

Betty started moving slowly, picking her way uncomfortably in her bare feet on the pebbly ground. Dawlish moved to her side, and then they both stopped as a light suddenly flashed upon them. They could see a solid form behind it.

“Now, now, what’s all this about?” asked a heavy voice.

“It isn’t all that hot tonight, is it?”

Dawlish smiled. “That’s all right, constable. We’re not doing any harm.”

“I should hope not.” P.C. Andrews of the Little Brook constabulary sounded dubious. “Just the same it’s against the law to be indecently clad on a public highway, even at night. Now, according to the regulations it’s my duty to see that you—”

“I don’t think you will, constable.” Betty murmured, turn-
ing on her sweetest smile. "You see, the explanation is that we’re in a South Sea island play at Mythorn Towers. Henry T. is putting it on for the benefit of his guests at the house warming. We managed to escape for a while so we could be together. We never gave a thought to our dress."

"Mmmm." P.C. Andrews switched off his flashlight and cleared his throat. "All right, if that’s the case. But get back to Mythorn Towers quickly."

"We will," Dawlish promised. "Come on, Betty."

Glad to make their escape they went up the lane, but the moment they were out of sight of Andrews they went in the opposite direction to Mythorn Towers.

"He’s going to remember us later when the story of our disappearance travels far and wide," Betty remarked.

"And how much credence will he get? He saw two deeply sun-burned people in the flimsiest attire. Hardly sounds like the staid chauffeur Dawlish and Betty Danvers dying of heart disease, does it?"

"I’m not dying now, Daw," Betty murmured. "I never felt better in my life. Whatever else that plane did it certainly cured me, and one day I’ll have a doctor verify it."

Six months later she did just this, in Paris, and nothing whatever could be found wrong with her. During this six months the mysterious disappearance of millionaire Nick Clayton and his friends had hit the headlines and his lawyers had done everything in their power, with the help of Scotland Yard and innumerable advertisements, to trace Nick’s whereabouts. But of course they had drawn a complete blank.

So, slowly, the mystery faded out, and on the outskirts of Paris Mr. and Mrs. Dawlish were perfectly happy. To themselves they kept the secret of the weird adventure through which they had passed.

Rarely indeed did they even mention it, busy making their new life together—but when the warm summer evenings came they used to walk in the glow of the twilight and could not help but think again of that strange land with its elongated stars, its island of lost ships, its sudden violent tempests,
its otherwise perpetual calmness. Land without shadows, without sun, without moon. Land without hope, and yet—no, not without hope. Harley and Lucy Brand had elected to stay in the weird plane for all time, so with them at least hope could not have been dead.

"What I still cannot fathom is when it happened," Betty declared one evening, as she and her husband returned slowly home. "Everything is so normal again now. You making good money, our own little home, and maybe a child soon. Yet there is always the feeling, to me, that we lost a chunk out of our lives somewhere, although the calendar and the clock say we never lost a second! That suggests that we added something, yet I don't know where it came in or if it even happened at all."

"It happened, dearest, and it was added to our normal span of life." Dawlish was as quiet and incisive as ever. "As for when it happened—Well, we can only add a date of our own. One which does not exist. Let's say it all happened on the thirty-first of June."

Betty smiled. The non-existent date fitted the situation exactly. She clung more tightly to Dawlish as they walked along in the soft dusk.

"That's it!" she murmured. "We are the only human beings who ever stepped out of this world and came back again—and yet lived many days and nights in the space of no time at all. We lived it all on the thirty-first of June."
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